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Environmental Monitoring Report

1.0 INTRODUCTION
1 To improve the quality and reliability of service in the power transmission and

distribution system networks, the Government of Madhya Pradesh (GoMP)
has taken initiatives to invest in the power sector with funding from
development partners like the Asian Development Bank (ADB). The
investment involves expansion, upgrading and reconfiguration of the existing
power transmission networks. An IEE report for TRANSCOM was submitted
for ADB’s approval in September, 2013. However, during the course of
commencement of the works, there were route alignment changes in some
transmission lines, further some new lines were also added to the same
project and some were dropped as they were no longer necessary. In case of
substations also, two substations were dropped from the original scope of
work. In light of these changes, the IEE report was further updated and
submitted for ADB’s approval. The updated report was approved and
disclosed by ADB. This project is classified by ADB as Category B.

2 Madhya Pradesh Power Transmission Company Limited (MPPTCL) is utilizing
the finance availed for the construction of new and up gradation of existing
power transmission network. The main features include power evacuation and
transmission through 400 kV, 220 kV, and 132 kV transmission lines along
with associated Substations and Feeder Bays. It is being implemented under
ADB Loan no. 3066 which is implemented by MPPTCL, Jabalpur. Figure 1.0
shows project location in the state of Madhya Pradesh.

Figure 1.0: Project Location
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3 The power sector investments are necessary to support continued investment
in the state power sector, which is necessary for economic growth and
poverty reduction. The loan availed will be utilized to finance the expansion
and augmentation of the transmission and distribution (T&D) networks. The
proposed investments are necessary to: (i) facilitate increased power
transfers to accommodate increased demand and economic growth; (ii)
improve supply-side energy efficiency by system de-bottlenecking and
reducing technical losses; (iii) reduce the intensity of greenhouse gas (GHG)
and other emissions via improved system efficiency; (iv) support expanded
private sector participation in distribution system operations and other energy
services; and (v) facilitate poverty reduction via improved electricity services
and economic growth.

4 About 1,800 circuit-km of transmission line was proposed to be constructed
under the original project. A total of 32 substations (or 12.5% of the existing
substations) comprising two 400 kV, four 220 kV and twenty six 132 kV
substations were proposed to be constructed. However, additions of new
project components have resulted in a route length of 1880.285 kms and a
total of 75 Transmission Lines and 56 substations (including additional
transformers and associated feeder bays). The details of projects work viz.
Lines, substations and feeder bays along with project status are given below
in Table no. 1.0 and Table no. 1.1 respectively.

Table no. 1.0: Details of Transmission Lines and Project Status
S.
No

Name of Line Works Route
Length
in Km.

Project Status

Jabalpur
1 LILO of 400kv Seoni to Bhilai S/C line at Balaghat/Kirnapur

(D/C)  (BHEL)
3 Yet to start

2 LILO of 132kV Balaghat- Seoni/ Katangi line at Waraseoni
132kV S/s (2XD/C) (M/S. B. S. Ltd.)

4.7 Yet to start

3 LILO of both circuit of 132kV Balaghat-Bhanegaon Line at
Balaghat/Kirnapur 400kV S/s (2XD/C) (M/S. B. S. Ltd.)

1.79 Yet to start

4 LILO of 132 Tikamgarh-Bijawar line for Bada Malehra
(Satna Div.) (M/S. B. S. Ltd.)

1.14 Yet to start

5 Second circuit of Tikamgarh- Budhera 132kV DCSS Line
(M/S. B. S. Ltd.)

32.218 Completed

6 Narsinghpur 220- Devnagar 132kV DCSS Line (M/S. B. S.
Ltd.)

24.43 Stub Setting: 55
completed of 81
Tower Erection: 11
completed of 81
Stringing: Not
started yet

7 Karakbel- Belkheda 132kV DCSS line
(M/S. B. S. Ltd.)

24.445 Stub Setting: 48
completed of 87
Tower Erection:
Not started yet
Stringing: Not
started yet
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S.
No

Name of Line Works Route
Length
in Km.

Project Status

8 Narsinghpur 220KV Karakbel 132KV DCS line  (M/S. B. S.
Ltd.)

26.62 Stub Setting: 52
completed of 52
Tower Erection:
Not started yet
Stringing: Not
started yet

9 Panagar 220-Patan 132kV DCSS line (M/S. B. S. Ltd.) 22.749 Stub Setting: 28
completed of 75
Tower Erection:
Not started yet
Stringing: Not
started yet

10 Chhindwara 220- Saori 132kV DCSS line (KPTL Ltd.) 31.6 Stub Setting: 46
completed of 109
Tower Erection:
Not started yet
Stringing: Not
started yet

11 Chichli 220- Palohabada 132kV DCSS line (KPTL Ltd.) 12 Yet to start
12 132kv DCSS line from Damoh 220kv to Patera 132 kv

substation (KPTL Ltd.)
35 Yet to start

13 Second circuit of 132kV Tap Line from Balaghat-Katangi
(M/S. B. S. Ltd.)

36.17 Completed

Satna
14 Second circuit 132kV of Chhatarpur- Khajuraho line (M/S

B.S. Ltd.)
34 Completed

15 LILO of second ckt of Bansagar-Satna 220kV line at Kotar
220kV S/s (M/S Vikran Engineering Pvt. Ltd.)

5.693 Stub Setting: 21
completed of 21
Tower Erection: 17
completed of 21
Stringing: Not
started yet

16 LILO of Satna - Maihar 132kV line at Satna-II 132kV S/s1

(M/S Vikran Engineering Pvt. Ltd.)
20 Yet to start

17 LILO of second ckt of Birsinghpur - Amarkantak 220kV line
at Shahdol 220kV s/s (M/S Vikran Engineering Pvt. Ltd.)

5.6 Stub Setting: 9
completed of 23
Tower Erection: 2
completed of 23
Stringing: Not
started yet

18 Birsinghpur 220-shahdol 132kV DCSS line (M/S Vikran
Engineering Pvt. Ltd.)

45 Stub Setting: 118
completed of 162
Tower Erection:
Not started yet
Stringing: Not
started yet

Indore
19 LILO of one circuit of Ashta 400-Dewas 220 kv  D/C line at

Chapda 220kv S/s (D/C) (M/S B.S. Ltd.)
32.782 Stub Setting: 18

completed of 104
Tower Erection:
Not started yet
Stringing: Not
started yet

1Route alignment of LILO of Satna - Maihar 132kV line at Satna-II 132kV S/s is not yet finalized.
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S.
No

Name of Line Works Route
Length
in Km.

Project Status

20 Pithampur 400 - Depalpur 220kv DCSS line (M/S B.S. Ltd.) 35.583 Stub Setting: 113
completed of 120
Tower Erection: 63
completed of 120
Stringing: Not
started yet

21 Dewas 220- Agrod 132kv DCSS line (M/S B.S. Ltd.) 19.355 Stub Setting: 32
completed of 63
Tower Erection: 29
completed of 63
Stringing: Not
started yet

22 Dhar 220 - Teesgaon 132kv DCSS line (M/S B.S. Ltd.) 15.35 Stub Setting: 42
completed of 50
Tower Erection:
Not started yet
Stringing: Not
started yet

23 LILO of both Circuit of 400 kv Nagda-Rajgarh line at
Badnawar  (2 x D/C) (M/S BHEL NOIDA)

8.163 Yet to start

24 Second Circuit of Kukshi Alirajpur 132kv line (M/S B.S. Ltd.) 35.82 Completed
Barwaha
25 LILO of 132 Khargone Bikayan line at 132 Kv sub-station

Bistan (M/S. B.S. Ltd.)
18.197 Yet to start

26 LILO of 132kv Chegaon Nepanagar line at Pandhana (M/S.
B.S. Ltd.)

1.895 Yet to start

27 LILO Manawar - Kukshi DCSS line at Singhana (D/C) (M/S.
B.S. Ltd.)

3.11 Completed

28 LILO of 132Kv Khargone -Julwaniya line at 132Kv S/S
Talakpura
(M/S. B.S. Ltd.)

1.9 Completed

29 Julwaniya 400- Kukshi 220kv line (D/C) (M/S. B.S. Ltd.) 62.9 Stub Setting: 108
completed of 190
Tower Erection: 34
completed of 190
Stringing: Not
started yet

30 Malwa TPS- Chhanera 220kV DCDS Line (KPTL Ltd.) 50 Yet to start
31 Chhegaon 220- Singot 132kV DCDS Line (KPTL Ltd.) 58 Stub Setting: 38

completed of 193
Tower Erection:
Not started yet
Stringing: Not
started yet

32 Chhanera 220- Khirkiya 132kV DCDS Line (KPTL Ltd.) 30.421 Stub Setting: 96
completed of 96
Tower Erection: 47
completed of 96
Stringing: Not
started yet

Bhopal
33 Bairagarh 220 - Intkhedi 132kv DCDS line (M/S. B.S. Ltd.) 9.05 Stub Setting: 32

completed of 32
Tower Erection: 29
completed of 32
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S.
No

Name of Line Works Route
Length
in Km.

Project Status

Stringing: 2X5.935
completed of
2X9.05

34 Second circuit of Bairagarh – Shyampur (M/S. B.S. Ltd.) 21.44 Completed
35 Second circuit of Gairatganj - Vidisha 220 132kv line (M/S.

B.S. Ltd.)
48.27 Completed

36 Shujalpur- Narsinghgarh 220kv DCSS line (Initially charged
on 132kv) (M/S. B.S. Ltd.)

44.575 Stub Setting: 69
completed of 144
Tower Erection: 24
completed of 144
Stringing: Not
started yet

37 LILO of one circuit of Bhopal - Hosangabad 220kv D/C line
at Adampur 220kv S/s (D/C) (M/S. B.S. Ltd.)

2.868 Yet to start

38 Udaipura -Silvani 132kv DCSS line (M/S. B.S. Ltd.) 25.8 Yet to start
39 LILO of Vidisha- Bairasiya Line at Salamatpur 132 KV S/s

(M/S. B.S. Ltd.)
0.162 Stub Setting: 3

completed of 3
Tower Erection: 2
completed of 3
Stringing: Not
started yet

40 Mugaliyachhaap 220- Bilkisganj 132kV DCDS line (M/S.
Punj Loyd)

11.4 Yet to start

41 132kv Rajgarh (Biaora) –Khujner/ Sindaota Line (M/S. Punj
Loyd)

28 Stub Setting: 2
completed of 87
Tower Erection:
Yet to start
Stringing: Yet to
start

42 LILO of one ckt of Vidisha Gairatganj at Raisen 132kV S/s
(M/S. Punj Loyd)

18.221 Yet to start

Itarsi
43 Second circuit of Betul 220 Gudgaon 132kv line (M/S. B.S.

Ltd.)
57 Completed

44 Chichli 220- Udaipura 132kv DCDS line (220kv line charged
at 132kv) (M/S. B.S. Ltd.)

47.56 Stub Setting: 143
completed of 148
Tower Erection:
114 completed of
148
Stringing: Not
started yet

45 Betul400 (PGCIL)- Betul 220kV DCDS line (Punj Loyd Ltd.) 1.88 Stub Setting: 5
completed of 5
Tower Erection: 5
completed of 5
Stringing: Not
started yet

46 Betul 220- Bisnoor/Masod 132kV DCSS line (Punj Loyd
Ltd.)

34.5 Stub Setting: 7
completed of 114
Tower Erection:
Not started yet
Stringing: Not
started yet

Ujjain
47 Badnagar 220- Chhayan 132kv DCSS line (M/S. B.S. Ltd.) 28.26 Stub Setting: 61
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S.
No

Name of Line Works Route
Length
in Km.

Project Status

completed of 94
Tower Erection: 54
completed of 94
Stringing: Not
started yet

48 LILO of Badnagar -Ratlam 220kv D/C line at Badnagar
400kv  S/s (2xD/C) (M/S. B.S. Ltd.)

23.4 Stub Setting: 4
completed of 4
Tower Erection:
Not started yet
Stringing: Not
started yet

49 LILO of both ckt of Gandhisagar - Suwasra/Garoth 132kV
line at Bhanpura 220kV S/s (M/S. Kalptaru Power Trans.
Ltd.)

30 Yet to start

50 LILO of both ckt of Badod-Suwasra / Garoth 132kV line at
Suwasra 220kV S/s (M/S. Kalptaru Power Trans. Ltd.)

3 Yet to start

Ratlam
51 LILO of 132kv Badod - Garoth line at Shyamgarh (D/C)

(M/S. B. S.  Ltd.)
3 Yet to start

52 LILO of Ratlam - Meghnagar 132kv S/c line at Petlawad
DCDS (D/C) (M/S. B. S.  Ltd.)

7.4 Stub Setting: 8
completed of 28
Tower Erection:
Not started yet
Stringing: Not
started yet

53 LILO of second ckt of Badod - Kota/Madok 220kV line at
Bhanpura 220kV S/s (M/S. Kalptaru Power Trans. Ltd.)

.5 Yet to start

54 LILO of both ckt of Badod- Kota/Modak 220kV line at
Suwasra 220kV S/s (2XD/C) (M/S. Kalptaru Power Trans.
Ltd.)

14 Yet to start

55 LILO of second ckt of Nagda- Neemuch 220kV line at
Daloda 220kV S/s (M/S. Kalptaru Power Trans. Ltd.)

12.2 Stub Setting: 3
completed of 40
Tower Erection:
Not started yet
Stringing: Not
started yet

56 LILO of Nagda 220-Ratadiya 132kV line at Unhel (M/S.
Kalptaru Power Trans. Ltd.)

2 Stub Setting: 6
completed of 6
Tower Erection:
Not started yet
Stringing: Not
started yet

57 LILO of one ckt of Neemuch 220-Mandsaur 132kV line at
Budha 132kvS/s (M/S. Kalptaru Power Trans. Ltd.)

24 Stub Setting: 16
completed of 65
Tower Erection:
Not started yet
Stringing: Not
started yet

Gwalior
58 LILO of 132 KV Gwalior- Dabra/ Karera Line at Chinaur

(M/S. Bajaj)
13.68 Stub Setting: 33

completed of 45
Tower Erection: 12
completed of 45
Stringing: Not
started yet

59 Datiya220- Bhander 132kV DCSS Line (M/S. Bajaj) 34.038 Completed
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S.
No

Name of Line Works Route
Length
in Km.

Project Status

60 Mehgaon 220-Pratappura 132kV DCSS line (M/S. Bajaj) 29.74 Completed
61 Sabalgarh 220- Kelaras 132kV DCSS Line (M/S. Bajaj) 19.636 Stub Setting: 65

completed of 64
Tower Erection: 44
completed of 65
Stringing: Not
started yet

62 Malanpur 220- Gohad 132kV DCDS Line (M/S. Bajaj) 14.5 Completed
63 220 KV DCDS Morena 400 KV (CWRTL Adani) –

Sabalgarh DCDS Line (M/S. L&T)
92 Stub Setting: 136

completed of 281
Tower Erection: 34
completed of 281
Stringing: Not
started yet

64 Bhonra-Kapasi 132 kv DCSS line (M/S. L&T) 50 Yet to start
65 Kolaras-Mada 132kV DCSS line (M/S. L&T) 18.366 Stub Setting: 53

completed of 57
Tower Erection: 42
completed of 57
Stringing: Not
started yet

66 132kv DCDS Guna 220-Bhonra line (M/S. L&T) 25 Yet to start
67 LILO of one circuit of Malanpur- Mehgaon line at 400 KV

S/s (CWRTL Adani) Morena (M/S. L&T)
8 Stub Setting: 8

completed of 21
Tower Erection:
Not started yet
Stringing: Not
started yet

68 2nd circuit of Shivpuri 220- Kolaras 132kV DCSS line (M/S.
L&T)

35 Stub Setting: NA2

Tower Erection:
NA3

Stringing: Not
started yet

69 2nd ckt of Malanpur- Morar 132kV line (M/S. L&T) 29 Stub Setting: NA4

Tower Erection:
NA5

Stringing: Not
started yet

Bina
70 Khurai- Khimlasa 132kV DCSS line (M/S. B.S. Ltd.) 20.937 Stub Setting: 69

completed of 71
Tower Erection: 2
completed of 71
Stringing: Not
started yet

2 A second circuit line (usually denoted as 2nd circuit) means that the line is already constructed with one side of
the tower stringing complete. In such lines, no stub setting and tower erection will take place as it is already
constructed but only the stringing of the other side is done. Hence, stub setting and tower erection is depicted as
NA (not applicable) for such lines.
3Ibid 2 The word ibid stands for ibidem, which means “in the same place.” It is uses to save spaces when
referencing same sources. Rather than typing same source repeatedly, the word ibid is used.
4Ibid 3
5Ibid 4
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S.
No

Name of Line Works Route
Length
in Km.

Project Status

71 LILO of Mungaoli Traction Feeder to Mungaoli (D/C)  (M/S.
Bajaj)

8.32 Completed

72 Ashoknagar 220-Kothiya 132kV DCSS Line (M/S. Bajaj) 30 Completed
73 Sagar220- Rehli 132kV DCSS line (M/S. Kalptaru Power

Trans. Ltd.)
40 Yet to start

74 2nd ckt of Sagar 220-Sagar 132kV (I/C) (M/S. Kalptaru
Power Trans. Ltd.)

9 Yet to start

75 Stringing of 3rd conductor from Bina220 to Mungaoli (M/S.
Bajaj)

31.3 Completed

Table no. 1.1: Details of Substations and Feeder Bays and project status
S.
No

Substation Name Capacity and
associated Feeder Bays

Project Status
(Given in percentage;
C=Civil foundations
S=Structure works
E=Equipment works)

Jabalpur
1 Balaghat/Kirnapur 400/132kv (BHEL

Noida)
(2 x 100+40MVA) +400kv
FB(2) +132kv FB(4)

C:69%
S:47%
E:Not started yet

2 Waraseoni 132kV (M/S. B. S. Ltd.) 40MVA+132kV FB(2) C:17%
S: Not started yet
E: Not started yet

3 Bada Malehra 132/33kV (M/S. B. S. Ltd.) 40 MVA+132kV FB(1) Layout issued.
4 Deonagar 132/33kV (M/S. B. S. Ltd.) 40 MVA+132kV FB(1) C:40%

S: Not started yet
E: Not started yet

5 Belkheda 132/33kV (M/S. B. S. Ltd.) 40MVA+132kV FB(1) Civil works
commenced.

6 Karakbel 132/33kV (M/S. B. S. Ltd.) 40MVA+132kV FB(2) Layout issued.
7 Saori 132/33kV S/s (KPTL Ltd.) (1X50) MVA; 132kV

FB(1)
Civil works
commenced.

8 Palohabada 132/33kV S/s (KPTL Ltd.)6 (1X50) MVA; 132kV
FB(1)

Yet to start

9 Patera 132/33kV S/s (KPTL Ltd.) (1X50) MVA; 132kV
FB(1)

Civil works
commenced.

Satna
10 Additional Transformer at Sidhi 220 (2nd)

(M/S B.S. Ltd.)
+160 MVA Completed

11 Additional Transformer at Kotar 220
(2nd) (M/S B.S. Ltd.)

+160 MVA Completed

12 Additional Transformer at Chhatarpur
(2nd) (M/S B.S. Ltd.)

+160 MVA Completed

13 Satna-II 132/33kV S/s (M/S Vikran
Engineering Pvt. Ltd.)7

(2X50) MVA; 132kV
FB(2)

Yet to start

14 Shahdol 220/132kV S/s (Upgradation)
(M/S Vikran Engineering Pvt. Ltd.)

(1X60) MVA; 220kV
FB(2)+132kV FB(1)

C:64%
S: Not started yet
E: Not started yet

Indore
15 Badnawar 400/220kv (M/S BHEL) (2x315MVA) + 400kv FB C:70%

6Land allotment for substation Palohabada is not yet final.
7Land allotment for substation Satna II is not yet final.
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S.
No

Substation Name Capacity and
associated Feeder Bays

Project Status
(Given in percentage;
C=Civil foundations
S=Structure works
E=Equipment works)

(4) + 220kv FB (4)
+125MVAR bus Reactor

S:52%
E: Not started yet

16 Upgradation of Chapda 132kv S/S to
220kv (M/S B.S. Ltd.)

(1x160MVA) + 220kv
FB(2)

C:12%
S: Not started yet
E: Not started yet

17 Upgradation of Depalpur 132kv S/s to
220kv (M/S B.S. Ltd.)

(1x160MVA) + 220kv FB
(1)

C:46%
S: Not started yet
E: Not started yet

18 Agrod 132/33kV (M/S B.S. Ltd.) 40MVA+132kV FB(1) C:100%
S:100%
E:22%

Barwaha
19 400/220kv additional transformer at

Chhegaon 400kv S/S (M/S B.S. Ltd.)
1x315 MVA C:100%

S:87%
E:54%

20 Teesgaon 132/33kV (M/S B.S. Ltd.) 40MVA+132kV FB(1) C:35%
S:19%
E:1%

21 Bistan 132/33 kV (M/S B.S. Ltd.) 40 MVA+ 132kV FB(1) C:57%
S: Not started yet
E: Not started yet

22 Pandhana 132/33kV (M/S B.S. Ltd.) 40MVA+132kV FB(2) C:69%
S:74%
E:57%

23 Singhana 132/33kV (M/S B.S. Ltd.) 40MVA+132kV FB(2) C:89%
S:95%
E:66%

24 Talakpura 132/33kV (M/S B.S. Ltd.) 40MVA+132kV FB(1) C:91%
S:92%
E:88%

25 Kukshi 220/132kv (M/S B.S. Ltd.) 160 MVA + 220kv FB(2)
+132kv FB(1)

C:56%
S: Not started yet
E: Not started yet

26 Chhanera 220/132kV S/s (M/S. Kalptaru
Power Trans. Ltd.)

(2X160+1X50) MVA
220kV FB(2)+132kV
FB(3)

C:70%
S: Not started yet
E: Not started yet

27 Singot 132/33kV S/s (M/S. Kalptaru
Power Trans. Ltd.)

(1X50)MVA; 132kV FB(1) C:37%
S: Not started yet
E: Not started yet

Bhopal
28 Salamatpur 132kv/33kv (M/S. B.S. Ltd.) 40 MVA +132kv FB(1) C:99%

S:85%
E: Not started yet

29 Intkhedi 132kv /33kv (M/S. B.S. Ltd.) 63 MVA +132kv FB(2) C:96%
S:91%
E:49%

30 400/220kv additional transformer at
Bhopal 400kv S/S (BHEL, NOIDA)

1x315 MVA C:81%
S:77%
E: Not started yet

31 Additional Transformer at Mandideep 220
(2nd) (M/S. B.S. Ltd.)

+160 MVA Completed

32 Narsinghgarh 132/33kv (M/S. B.S. Ltd.) 40MVA +132kv  FB(1) C: 37%
S: Not started yet
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S.
No

Substation Name Capacity and
associated Feeder Bays

Project Status
(Given in percentage;
C=Civil foundations
S=Structure works
E=Equipment works)
E: Not started yet

33 Adampur 220/33kv (M/S. B.S. Ltd.) 2x50MVA + 220kv  FB(2) C:43%
S: Not started yet
E: Not started yet

34 Bilkisganj 132/33kV S/s (M/S Punj Lyod) (1X50) MVA; 132kV
FB(1)

Layout issued.

35 Khujner/sindaota132/33kV (M/S Punj
Lyod)

(1X50) MVA; 132kV
FB(1)

Layout issued.

Itarsi
36 Additional Transformer at Betul 220 (2nd)

(M/S Punj Lyod)
+160 MVA C:91%

S: Not started yet
E: Not started yet

37 Silvani 132kv /33kv (M/S. B.S. Ltd.) 40 MVA +132kv FB(1) C:26%
S:38%
E: Not started yet

38 Udaipura 132/33kv (M/S. B.S. Ltd.) 40MVA + 132kv FB(2) C:28%
S: Not started yet
E: Not started yet

39 Bisnoor/Masod 132/33kV (M/S Punj
Lyod)

(1X50) MVA; 132kV
FB(1)

Layout issued.

Ujjain
40 Chhayan 132/33kV (M/S. B.S. Ltd.) 40MVA+132kV FB(1) C:97%

S:90%
E:83%

41 400kv Bus Reactor at Nagda 400kv S/S
(M/S BHEL)

1X125 MVAR Completed

42 Shyamgarh 132/33kV   (M/S. B.S. Ltd.) 40MVA+132kV FB(2) Layout issued.
Gwalior
43 Chinaur 132/33kV (M/s Bajaj) 40MVA+132kV FB(1) Completed
44 Bhander 132/33kV (M/s Bajaj) 63MVA+132kV FB(2) Completed
45 Pratappura 132/33kV (M/s Bajaj) 40MVA+132kV FB(1) Completed
46 Kelaras 132/33kV (M/s Bajaj) 63MVA+132kV FB(1) Completed
47 Gohad 132/33kV (M/s Bajaj) 63MVA+132kV FB(2) Completed
48 Kapasi/ Paranth 132/33kv (M/S. L&T) (1X50) MVA; 132kV

FB(1)
C:42%
S: Not started yet
E: Not started yet

49 Mada 132/33kV S/s (M/S. L&T) 8 (1X50) MVA; 132kV
FB(1)

Yet to start

Bina
50 Khimlasa 132/33kV (M/S. B.S. Ltd.) 40MVA+132kV FB(1) Civil works

commenced.
51 Mungaoli 132/33kV (M/S. Bajaj) 63MVA+132kV FB(2) Completed
52 Kothiya 132/33kV (M/S. Bajaj) 40MVA+132kV FB(1) Completed
53 Rehli 132/33kV S/s (M/S. Kalptaru Power

Trans. Ltd.)
(1X50) MVA; 132kV
FB(1)

C:1%
S: Not started yet
E: Not started yet

Ratlam
54 Suwasra 220/132kV S/s (M/S. Kalptaru (2X160+1X50) MVA Civil works

8 Land allotment for substation Mada is not yet final.
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S.
No

Substation Name Capacity and
associated Feeder Bays

Project Status
(Given in percentage;
C=Civil foundations
S=Structure works
E=Equipment works)

Power Trans. Ltd.) 220kV FB(4)+132kV
FB(4)

commenced.

55 Unhel 132/33kV S/s (M/S. Kalptaru
Power Trans. Ltd.)

(1X50) MVA; 132kV
FB(2)

C:84%
S: Not started yet
E: Not started yet

56 Budha 132/33kV S/s (M/S. Kalptaru
Power Trans. Ltd.)

(1X50) MVA; 132kV
FB(2)

Layout plan issued.
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2.0 Compliance to National/State/Local Statutory Environmental
Requirements and International Standards and Regulations

5. Compliance Status with National/State/Local Statutory Environmental
Requirements and international standards to the project are given in Table
No. 2.0 below.

Table No. 2.0: Compliance Status with National/State/Local Statutory
Environmental Requirements and international standards

S No Legal Requirements/ Acts/Rules/
Guidelines

Applicable Attributes MPPTCL’s
Compliance

Status
1 The Water (Prevention and Control of

Pollution) Act, 1974
Water Pollution No siltation of

water bodies due
to the project will
take place.
No release of
chemicals to the
water bodies will
occur.
However,
baseline data and
monitoring will be
carried out after
end of monsoon
period.

2
The Air (Prevention and Control
of Pollution) Act, 1981 Air Pollution Dust emissions

limited to
construction
period. However,
baseline data and
monitoring will be
carried out after
end of monsoon
period.

3
The Environment (Protection)
Act, 1986 Construction Practices Complied

4 The Environment Impact
Assessment Notification, 2006 EMP monitoring

An IEE report has
been submitted to
ADB. The report
was accepted and
disclosed by ADB.
Complied

5 The Hazardous Wastes
(Management and Handling) Rules,
1989 as amended 2002

Transformer Oil As per the
practice adopted
by MPPTCL,
detailed tender
specifications deal
with oil usage.
Tender
specifications
ensure that oil
used is free from
PCB’s. Complied

6 The Ozone Depleting
Substances (Regulation and
Control) Rules, 2000

Cleaning of electrical
contacts using HFCs etc.

As per the
practice adopted
by MPPTCL,
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S No Legal Requirements/ Acts/Rules/
Guidelines

Applicable Attributes MPPTCL’s
Compliance

Status
detailed tender
specifications deal
with avoidance of
ozone depleting
substances.
Complied.

7 The Batteries (Management and
Handling) Rules, 2001 as
amended

Batteries MPPTCL ensures
that batteries after
use are disposed
through auction to
registered
dealers/recyclers
to avoid pollution
from waste
batteries.
Complied

8
The Indian Forest Act, 1927 Reserve Forest areas, Right

of Way
Five lines pass
through forest
land, prior forest
clearance is
obtained in such
cases. See
annexure 3 for
forest clearance
details. 9

Complied.

9
The Wild Life (Protection) Act,
1972 as amended 2006 Critical habitats None of the lines

pass through
critical wildlife
habitats. Where
lines pass through
forest, forest
clearance is taken
as per existing
law. See
annexure 3 for
forest clearance
details.10

Complied

10
The Biological Diversity Act,
2002 Wetland Not applicable

11
The Forest (Conservation) Act,
1980 as amended

Construction work in forest
Areas

Construction
activity in forest
areas is only
started after
gaining relevant
permission as per
existing laws.
Forest clearance

9 The five lines with forest involvement are: 132kV DCDS line from 220kV Guna to Bhonra (Forest Clearance
has been applied for. Case forwarded to CCF Shivpuri); 132kV DCSS Bhonra to Kapasi line (Forest Clearance
has been applied for. Case forwarded to CCF Shivpuri); 132kV DCSS Sagar-Rehli line (Forest clearance ahs
been applied for. Case forwarded to APCCF Bhopal); 132kV DCSS Birsinghpur-Shahdol line (First Stage
approval received. Working permission received); Second circuit of Gairatganj-Vidisha 220 132Kv line (Forest
Clearance has been obtained).
10 Ibid 9
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S No Legal Requirements/ Acts/Rules/
Guidelines

Applicable Attributes MPPTCL’s
Compliance

Status
is obtained
whenever lines
pass through
forest areas. See
annexure 3 for
forest clearance
details. 11

Complied

12
The National Environmental
Policy, 2006 of GoI Construction Practices As per terms of

the contract, all
contractors are
required to
undertake good
construction
practices as per
prevailing law.
Complied.

13 Other State Level Acts Compensation Farmers are paid
compensation for
loss of crop due to
construction
activities.
Complied

14
Other International levels
conventions and treaties Biodiversity, GHG emissions None of the

construction
activities will
result in GHG
emissions or
cause harm to
biodiversity rich
areas. Complied

15
The Noise Pollution (Regulation and
Control Rules, 2000) and Amendment
2006

Noise Pollution Noise limited to
construction
period. However,
baseline data and
monitoring will be
carried out after
end of monsoon
period.

16
The Ancient Monuments and
Archaeological sites and Remain Act
1958

Historical Monuments Not applicable

17 Employing Labour/workers The Building and Other
Construction Workers
(Regulation of Employment
and Conditions of Service)
Act, 1996

As per terms of
the contract, all
contractors are
required to take
labour insurance
and also license if
they engage
contract labourers
as per prevailing
law. This is being
followed strictly in
all contracts.
Complied. Details

11 Ibid 10
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S No Legal Requirements/ Acts/Rules/
Guidelines

Applicable Attributes MPPTCL’s
Compliance

Status
of labour license
and insurance
details are
provided in table
2.1 below.

Table No.2.1: Labour License and Labour Insurance Details for all Contractors*

* Transmission Lines have been denoted as TL and Substations have been denoted as SS. The transmission lines and
substations are numbered in same sequence as provided in table 1.0 and 1.1. For example, TL1 denotes Transmission Line 1
or LILO of 400kv Seoni to Bhilai S/C line at Balaghat/Kirnapur (D/C) as evident from Table 1.0.

S
No

Contractor Labour License
applicable for
following
Transmission
Lines and
substations

Labour Insurance
applicable for
following
Transmission
Lines and
substations

Annexure

1 M/s BHEL TL1, TL23
SS1. SS15, SS30,
SS41

TL1, TL23
SS1. SS15, SS30,
SS41

Please see annexure no. 5 for LoU
from MPPTCL. M/S BHEL has
subcontracted the works and
MPPTCL’s reply regarding same is
also given in Annexure no. 5.

2 M/s Vikran TL15, TL16,
TL17,TLl8
SS13,SS14

TL15,TL16,
TL17,TLl8
SS13,SS14

Please see annexure no. 5 for LoU
from MPPTCL. M/S Vikran has
subcontracted the works and
MPPTCL’s reply regarding same is
also given in Annexure no. 5.

3 M/s Kalptaru TL10, TL11, TL12,
TL30, TL31, TL32,
TL49, TL50, TL53,
TL54, TL55, TL56,
TL57,TL 73,TL74
SS7,SS8,SS9,SS
26,SS27,SS53,SS
54,SS55,SS56

TL10, TL11, TL12,
TL30, TL31, TL32,
TL49, TL50, TL53,
TL54, TL55, TL56,
TL57,    TL 73,
TL74
SS7,SS8,SS9,SS2
6,SS27,SS53,SS54
,SS55,SS56

Please see annexure no. 6 for
relevant supporting documents of
Labour License and annexure no. 7
for Labour insurance details.

4 M/s Punj
Lyod

TL40, TL41, TL42,
TL45, TL46
SS34,SS35,SS36,
SS39

TL40, TL41, TL42,
TL45,     TL46
SS34,SS35,SS36,
SS39

Please see annexure no. 8 for
relevant supporting documents of
Labour License and annexure no. 9
for Labour insurance details.

5 M/s Bajaj TL58, TL59, TL60,
TL61,
TL62,TL71,TL72,T
L75
SS43,SS44,SS45,
SS46,SS47,SS51,
SS52

TL58,
TL59,TL60,TL61,T
L71,TL72,TL75
SS43,SS44,SS45,
SS46,SS47,SS51,
SS52

Please see annexure no. 10 for
relevant supporting documents of
Labour License and annexure no.
11 for Labour insurance details.

6 M/s L&T TL63, TL64, TL65,
TL66,
TL67,TL68,TL69
SS48,SS49

TL63, TL64, TL65,
TL66,
TL67,TL68,TL69
SS48,SS49

Please see annexure no. 12 for
relevant supporting documents of
Labour License and annexure no.
13 for Labour insurance details.
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7 M/s BS
LTD**

TL2, TL3,TL4,TL5,
TL6, TL7,
TL8,TL9,TL13,TL1
4,TL19,TL20,TL21
,TL22,TL24,TL25,
TL26,TL27
TL28,
TL29,TL33,TL34,
TL35, TL36,
TL37,TL38,TL39,T
L43,TL47,TL48,TL
51,TL52,TL70
SS2,SS3,SS4,SS
5,SS6,SS10,SS11
,SS12,SS16,SS17
,SS18,SS19,SS20
,SS21,SS22,SS23
,SS24,SS25,SS28
,SS29,SS31,SS32
,SS33,SS37,SS38
,SS40,SS42,SS50

TL2, TL3,TL4,TL5,
TL6, TL7,
TL8,TL9,TL13,TL1
4,TL19,TL20,TL21,
TL22,TL24,TL25,T
L26,TL27
TL28,
TL29,TL33,TL34,
TL35, TL36,
TL37,TL38,TL39,T
L43,TL47,TL48,TL5
1,TL52,TL70
SS2,SS3,SS4,SS5,
SS6,SS7,SS8,SS9,
SS10,SS11,SS12,
SS16,SS17,SS18,
SS19,SS20,SS21,
SS22,SS23,SS24,
SS25,SS28,SS29,
SS31,SS32,SS33,
SS37,SS38,SS40,
SS42,SS50

NA

**Contracts for BS Ltd have been cancelled. The contract is presently being re-awarded. The details will be captured and
provided in subsequent environmental monitoring reports when the tenders are re-awarded.
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3.0 Compliance status with the environmental management and monitoring

plans as stipulated in the environmental documentation agreed with
ADB

6. The updated status of environmental activities for the subprojects is
given below in Table 3.0 and Table 3.1 respectively.

Table No. 3.0: Project Progress Status for environmental compliance
(Transmission Lines)

S.
No

Name of Line Works Current Status of Environmental Compliance

Jabalpur
1 LILO of 400kv seoni to Bhilai S/C line

at Balaghat/Kirnapur (D/C)  (BHEL
Noida)

The line does not pass through critical environmental
areas such as wildlife sanctuaries. No construction is
being undertaken in such environmentally sensitive
regions.
Farmers will be compensated for loss of income due
to construction activities. Separate and individual tree
cutting permission is not required. Present practice
involves calculation of   monetary value of trees by the
revenue department which is then paid as
compensation to the farmers. This ensures that the
compensation is fair, unarbitrary and not decided
solely by EA or contractor.
Number of trees to be cut: 30

2 LILO of 132kV Balaghat- Seoni/
Katangi line at Waraseoni 132kV S/s
(2XD/C) (M/S. B. S. Ltd.)

The line does not pass through critical environmental
areas such as wildlife sanctuaries. No construction is
being undertaken in such environmentally sensitive
regions.
Farmers will be compensated for loss of income due
to construction activities. Separate and individual tree
cutting permission is not required. Present practice
involves calculation of   monetary value of trees by the
revenue department which is then paid as
compensation to the farmers. This ensures that the
compensation is fair, unarbitrary and not decided
solely by EA or contractor.
Number of trees to be cut: 170

3 LILO of both circuit of 132kV Balaghat-
Bhanegaon Line at Blaghat/Kirnapur
400kV S/s (2XD/C)  (M/S. B. S. Ltd.)

The line does not pass through critical environmental
areas such as wildlife sanctuaries. No construction is
being undertaken in such environmentally sensitive
regions.
Farmers will be compensated for loss of income due
to construction activities. Separate and individual tree
cutting permission is not required. Present practice
involves calculation of monetary value of trees by the
revenue department which is then paid as
compensation to the farmers. This ensures that the
compensation is fair, unarbitrary and not decided
solely by EA or contractor.
Number of trees to be cut: 38

4 LILO of 132 Tikamgarh-Bijawar line for
Bada Malehra (Satna Div.)

The line does not pass through critical environmental
areas such as wildlife sanctuaries. No construction is
being undertaken in such environmentally sensitive
regions.
Farmers will be compensated for loss of income due
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S.
No

Name of Line Works Current Status of Environmental Compliance

to construction activities. Separate and individual tree
cutting permission is not required. Present practice
involves calculation of   monetary value of trees by the
revenue department which is then paid as
compensation to the farmers. This ensures that the
compensation is fair, unarbitrary and not decided
solely by EA or contractor.
Number of trees to be cut: 100

5 Second circuit of Tikamgarh- Budhera
132kV DCSS Line (M/S. B. S. Ltd.)

The line does not pass through critical environmental
areas such as wildlife sanctuaries. No construction is
being undertaken in such environmentally sensitive
regions.
Farmers will be compensated for loss of income due
to construction activities. Separate and individual tree
cutting permission is not required. Present practice
involves calculation of   monetary value of trees by the
revenue department which is then paid as
compensation to the farmers. This ensures that the
compensation is fair, unarbitrary and not decided
solely by EA or contractor.
Number of trees to be cut: 1452

6 Narsinghpur 220- Devnagar 132kV
DCSS Line (M/S. B. S. Ltd.)

The line does not pass through critical environmental
areas such as wildlife sanctuaries. No construction is
being undertaken in such environmentally sensitive
regions.
Farmers will be compensated for loss of income due
to construction activities.
Number of trees to be cut: NIL

7 Karakbel- Belkheda 132kV DCSS line
(M/S. B. S. Ltd.)

The line does not pass through critical environmental
areas such as wildlife sanctuaries. No construction is
being undertaken in such environmentally sensitive
regions.
Farmers will be compensated for loss of income due
to construction activities.
Number of trees to be cut: NIL

8 Narsinghpur 220KV Karakbel 132KV
DCS line  (M/S. B. S. Ltd.)

The line does not pass through critical environmental
areas such as wildlife sanctuaries. No construction is
being undertaken in such environmentally sensitive
regions.
Farmers will be compensated for loss of income due
to construction activities.
Number of trees to be cut: NIL

9 Panagar 220-Patan 132kV DCSS line
(M/S. B. S. Ltd.)

The line does not pass through critical environmental
areas such as wildlife sanctuaries. No construction is
being undertaken in such environmentally sensitive
regions.
Farmers will be compensated for loss of income due
to construction activities.
Number of trees to be cut: NIL

10 Chhindwara 220- Saori 132kV DCSS
line (KPTL Ltd.)

The line does not pass through critical environmental
areas such as wildlife sanctuaries. No construction is
being undertaken in such environmentally sensitive
regions.
Farmers will be compensated for loss of income due
to construction activities. Separate and individual tree
cutting permission is not required. Present practice
involves calculation of   monetary value of trees by the
revenue department which is then paid as
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S.
No

Name of Line Works Current Status of Environmental Compliance

compensation to the farmers. This ensures that the
compensation is fair, unarbitrary and not decided
solely by EA or contractor.
Number of trees to be cut: 205

11 Chichli 220- Palohabada 132kV DCSS
line (KPTL Ltd.)

The line does not pass through critical environmental
areas such as wildlife sanctuaries. No construction is
being undertaken in such environmentally sensitive
regions.
Farmers will be compensated for loss of income due
to construction activities.
Number of trees to be cut: NIL

12 132kv DCSS line from Damoh 220kv
to Patera 132 kv substation
(KPTL Ltd.)

The line does not pass through critical environmental
areas such as wildlife sanctuaries. No construction is
being undertaken in such environmentally sensitive
regions.
Farmers will be compensated for loss of income due
to construction activities. Separate and individual tree
cutting permission is not required. Present practice
involves calculation of   monetary value of trees by the
revenue department which is then paid as
compensation to the farmers. This ensures that the
compensation is fair, unarbitrary and not decided
solely by EA or contractor.
Number of trees to be cut: 18

13 Second circuit of 132kV Tap Line from
Balaghat-Katangi (M/S. B. S. Ltd.)

The line does not pass through critical environmental
areas such as wildlife sanctuaries. No construction is
being undertaken in such environmentally sensitive
regions.
Farmers will be compensated for loss of income due
to construction activities. Separate and individual tree
cutting permission is not required. Present practice
involves calculation of monetary value of trees by the
revenue department which is then paid as
compensation to the farmers. This ensures that the
compensation is fair, unarbitrary and not decided
solely by EA or contractor.
Number of trees to be cut: 532

Satna
14 Second circuit 132kV of Chhatarpur-

Khajuraho line  (M/S B.S. Ltd.)
The line does not pass through critical environmental
areas such as wildlife sanctuaries. No construction is
being undertaken in such environmentally sensitive
regions.
Farmers will be compensated for loss of income due
to construction activities. Separate and individual tree
cutting permission is not required. Present practice
involves calculation of   monetary value of trees by the
revenue department which is then paid as
compensation to the farmers. This ensures that the
compensation is fair, unarbitrary and not decided
solely by EA or contractor.
Number of trees to be cut: 1822

15 LILO of second ckt of Bansagar-Satna
220kV line at Kotar 220kV S/s
(M/S Vikran Engineering Pvt. Ltd.)

The line does not pass through critical environmental
areas such as wildlife sanctuaries. No construction is
being undertaken in such environmentally sensitive
regions.
Farmers will be compensated for loss of income due
to construction activities. Separate and individual tree
cutting permission is not required. Present practice
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S.
No

Name of Line Works Current Status of Environmental Compliance

involves calculation of   monetary value of trees by the
revenue department which is then paid as
compensation to the farmers. This ensures that the
compensation is fair, unarbitrary and not decided
solely by EA or contractor.
Number of trees to be cut: 175

16 LILO of Satna - Maihar 132kV line at
Satna-II 132kV S/s12

(M/S Vikran Engineering Pvt. Ltd.)

The route of this line is not yet final.

17 LILO of second ckt of Birsinghpur -
Amarkantak 220kV line at Shahdol
220kV s/s (M/S Vikran Engineering
Pvt. Ltd.)

The line does not pass through critical environmental
areas such as wildlife sanctuaries. No construction is
being undertaken in such environmentally sensitive
regions.
Farmers will be compensated for loss of income due
to construction activities. Separate and individual tree
cutting permission is not required. Present practice
involves calculation of   monetary value of trees by the
revenue department which is then paid as
compensation to the farmers. This ensures that the
compensation is fair, unarbitrary and not decided
solely by EA or contractor.
Number of trees to be cut: 520

18 Birsinghpur 220-shahdol 132kV DCSS
line (M/S Vikran Engineering Pvt. Ltd.)

The line passes through forest land and forest
clearance has been obtained. See annexure 3. 13

Farmers will be compensated for loss of income due
to construction activities. Separate and individual tree
cutting permission is not required. Present practice
involves calculation of   monetary value of trees by the
revenue department which is then paid as
compensation to the farmers. This ensures that the
compensation is fair, unarbitrary and not decided
solely by EA or contractor.
Number of trees to be cut: 1050

Indore
19 LILO of one circuit of Ashta 400-

Dewas 220 kv  D/C line at Chapda
220kv S/s (D/C) (M/S B.S. Ltd.)

The line does not pass through critical environmental
areas such as wildlife sanctuaries. No construction is
being undertaken in such environmentally sensitive
regions.
Farmers will be compensated for loss of income due
to construction activities. Separate and individual tree
cutting permission is not required. Present practice
involves calculation of   monetary value of trees by the
revenue department which is then paid as
compensation to the farmers. This ensures that the
compensation is fair, unarbitrary and not decided
solely by EA or contractor.
Number of trees to be cut: 1

20 Pithampur 400 - Depalpur 220kv
DCSS line (M/S B.S. Ltd.)

The line does not pass through critical environmental
areas such as wildlife sanctuaries. No construction is
being undertaken in such environmentally sensitive
regions.
Farmers will be compensated for loss of income due
to construction activities. Separate and individual tree
cutting permission is not required. Present practice

12 Route alignment of LILO of Satna - Maihar 132kV line at Satna-II 132kV S/s is not yet finalized.
13 Ibid 11
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S.
No

Name of Line Works Current Status of Environmental Compliance

involves calculation of   monetary value of trees by the
revenue department which is then paid as
compensation to the farmers. This ensures that the
compensation is fair, unarbitrary and not decided
solely by EA or contractor.
Number of trees to be cut: 14

21 Dewas 220- Agrod 132kv DCSS line
(M/S B.S. Ltd.)

The line does not pass through critical environmental
areas such as wildlife sanctuaries. No construction is
being undertaken in such environmentally sensitive
regions.
Farmers will be compensated for loss of income due
to construction activities.
Number of trees to be cut: 3

22 Dhar 220 - Teesgaon 132kv DCSS line
(M/S B.S. Ltd.)

The line does not pass through critical environmental
areas such as wildlife sanctuaries. No construction is
being undertaken in such environmentally sensitive
regions.
Farmers will be compensated for loss of income due
to construction activities.
Number of trees to be cut: NIL

23 LILO of both Circuit of 400 kv Nagda-
Rajgarh line at Badnawar  (2 x D/C)
(M/S BHEL NOIDA)

The line does not pass through critical environmental
areas such as wildlife sanctuaries. No construction is
being undertaken in such environmentally sensitive
regions.
Farmers will be compensated for loss of income due
to construction activities.
Number of trees to be cut: NIL

24 Second Circuit of Kukshi Alirajpur
132kv line  (M/S B.S. Ltd.)

The line does not pass through critical environmental
areas such as wildlife sanctuaries. No construction is
being undertaken in such environmentally sensitive
regions.
Farmers will be compensated for loss of income due
to construction activities. Separate and individual tree
cutting permission is not required. Present practice
involves calculation of   monetary value of trees by the
revenue department which is then paid as
compensation to the farmers. This ensures that the
compensation is fair, unarbitrary and not decided
solely by EA or contractor.
Number of trees to be cut: 492

Barwaha
25 LILO of 132 Khargone Bikayan line at

132 Kv sub-station Bistan (M/S. B.S.
Ltd.)

The line does not pass through critical environmental
areas such as wildlife sanctuaries. No construction is
being undertaken in such environmentally sensitive
regions.
Farmers will be compensated for loss of income due
to construction activities.
Number of trees to be cut: NIL

26 LILO of 132kv Chegaon Nepanagar
line at Pandhana (M/S. B.S. Ltd.)

The line does not pass through critical environmental
areas such as wildlife sanctuaries. No construction is
being undertaken in such environmentally sensitive
regions.
Farmers will be compensated for loss of income due
to construction activities.
Number of trees to be cut: NIL

27 LILO Manawar - Kukshi DCSS line at
Singhana (D/C) (M/S. B.S. Ltd.)

The line does not pass through critical environmental
areas such as wildlife sanctuaries. No construction is
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S.
No

Name of Line Works Current Status of Environmental Compliance

being undertaken in such environmentally sensitive
regions.
Farmers will be compensated for loss of income due
to construction activities.
Number of trees to be cut: NIL

28 LILO of 132Kv Khargone -Julwaniya
line at 132Kv S/S Talakpura
(M/S. B.S. Ltd.)

The line does not pass through critical environmental
areas such as wildlife sanctuaries. No construction is
being undertaken in such environmentally sensitive
regions.
Farmers will be compensated for loss of income due
to construction activities.
Number of trees to be cut: NIL

29 Julwaniya 400- Kukshi 220kv line
(D/C) (M/S. B.S. Ltd.)

The line does not pass through critical environmental
areas such as wildlife sanctuaries. No construction is
being undertaken in such environmentally sensitive
regions.
Farmers will be compensated for loss of income due
to construction activities.
Number of trees to be cut: NIL

30 Malwa TPS- Chhanera 220kV DCDS
Line (KPTL Ltd.)

The line does not pass through critical environmental
areas such as wildlife sanctuaries. No construction is
being undertaken in such environmentally sensitive
regions.
Farmers will be compensated for loss of income due
to construction activities.
Number of trees to be cut: NIL

31 Chhegaon 220- Singot 132kV DCDS
Line (KPTL Ltd.)

The line does not pass through critical environmental
areas such as wildlife sanctuaries. No construction is
being undertaken in such environmentally sensitive
regions.
Farmers will be compensated for loss of income due
to construction activities.
Number of trees to be cut: NIL

32 Chhanera 220- Khirkiya 132kV DCDS
Line
(KPTL Ltd.)

The line does not pass through critical environmental
areas such as wildlife sanctuaries. No construction is
being undertaken in such environmentally sensitive
regions.
Farmers will be compensated for loss of income due
to construction activities.
Number of trees to be cut: NIL

Bhopal
33 Bairagarh 220 - Intkhedi 132kv DCDS

line (M/S. B.S. Ltd.)
The line does not pass through critical environmental
areas such as wildlife sanctuaries. No construction is
being undertaken in such environmentally sensitive
regions.
Farmers will be compensated for loss of income due
to construction activities.
Number of trees to be cut: NIL

34 Second circuit of Bairagarh –
Shyampur (M/S. B.S. Ltd.)

The line does not pass through critical environmental
areas such as wildlife sanctuaries. No construction is
being undertaken in such environmentally sensitive
regions.
Farmers will be compensated for loss of income due
to construction activities.
Number of trees to be cut: NIL
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35 Second circuit of Gairatganj - Vidisha
220 132kv line (M/S. B.S. Ltd.)

The line passes through forest land and forest
cleanrance has been obtained. See Annexure 3. 14

Farmers will be compensated for loss of income due
to construction activities.
Number of trees to be cut: NIL

36 Shujalpur- Narsinghgarh 220kv DCSS
line (Initially charged on 132kv) (M/S.
B.S. Ltd.)

The line does not pass through critical environmental
areas such as wildlife sanctuaries. No construction is
being undertaken in such environmentally sensitive
regions.
Farmers will be compensated for loss of income due
to construction activities.
Number of trees to be cut: NIL

37 LILO of one circuit of Bhopal -
Hosangabad 220kv D/C line at
Adampur 220kv S/s (D/C)
(M/S. B.S. Ltd.)

The line does not pass through critical environmental
areas such as wildlife sanctuaries. No construction is
being undertaken in such environmentally sensitive
regions.
Farmers will be compensated for loss of income due
to construction activities.
Number of trees to be cut: NIL

38 Udaipura -Silvani 132kv DCSS line The line does not pass through critical environmental
areas such as wildlife sanctuaries. No construction is
being undertaken in such environmentally sensitive
regions.
Farmers will be compensated for loss of income due
to construction activities.
Number of trees to be cut: NIL

39 LILO of Vidisha- Bairasiya Line at
Salamatpur 132 KV S/s

The line does not pass through critical environmental
areas such as wildlife sanctuaries. No construction is
being undertaken in such environmentally sensitive
regions.
Farmers will be compensated for loss of income due
to construction activities.
Number of trees to be cut: NIL

40 Mugaliyachhaap 220- Bikisganj 132kV
DCDS line

The line does not pass through critical environmental
areas such as wildlife sanctuaries. No construction is
being undertaken in such environmentally sensitive
regions.
Farmers will be compensated for loss of income due
to construction activities.
Number of trees to be cut: NIL

41 132kv Rajgarh (Biaora) –Khujner/
Sindaota Line

The line does not pass through critical environmental
areas such as wildlife sanctuaries. No construction is
being undertaken in such environmentally sensitive
regions.
Farmers will be compensated for loss of income due
to construction activities.
Number of trees to be cut: NIL

42 LILO of one ckt of Vidisha Gairatganj
at Raisen 132kV S/s (M/S. Punj Loyd)

The line does not pass through critical environmental
areas such as wildlife sanctuaries. No construction is
being undertaken in such environmentally sensitive
regions.
Farmers will be compensated for loss of income due
to construction activities.
Number of trees to be cut: NIL

Itarsi

14 Ibid 13
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43 Second circuit of Betul  220  Gudgaon
132kv line (M/S. B.S. Ltd.)

The line does not pass through critical environmental
areas such as wildlife sanctuaries. No construction is
being undertaken in such environmentally sensitive
regions.
Farmers will be compensated for loss of income due
to construction activities.
Number of trees to be cut: NIL

44 Chichli 220- Udaipura 132kv DCDS
line (220kv line charged at 132kv)
(M/S. B.S. Ltd.)

The line does not pass through critical environmental
areas such as wildlife sanctuaries. No construction is
being undertaken in such environmentally sensitive
regions.
Farmers will be compensated for loss of income due
to construction activities. Separate and individual tree
cutting permission is not required. Present practice
involves calculation of   monetary value of trees by the
revenue department which is then paid as
compensation to the farmers. This ensures that the
compensation is fair, unarbitrary and not decided
solely by EA or contractor.
Number of trees to be cut: 47

45 Betul400 (PGCIL)- Betul 220kV DCDS
line
(Punj Loyd Ltd.)

The line does not pass through critical environmental
areas such as wildlife sanctuaries. No construction is
being undertaken in such environmentally sensitive
regions.
Farmers will be compensated for loss of income due
to construction activities.
Number of trees to be cut: NIL

46 Betul 220- Bisnoor/Masod 132kV
DCSS line
(Punj Loyd Ltd.)

The line does not pass through critical environmental
areas such as wildlife sanctuaries. No construction is
being undertaken in such environmentally sensitive
regions.
Farmers will be compensated for loss of income due
to construction activities.
Number of trees to be cut: NIL

Ujjain
47 Badnagar 220- Chhayan 132kv DCSS

line
(M/S. B.S. Ltd.)

The line does not pass through critical environmental
areas such as wildlife sanctuaries. No construction is
being undertaken in such environmentally sensitive
regions.
Farmers will be compensated for loss of income due
to construction activities.
Number of trees to be cut: NIL

48 LILO of Badnagar -Ratlam 220kv  D/C
line at Badnagar 400kv  S/s (2xD/C)
(M/S. B.S. Ltd.)

The line does not pass through critical environmental
areas such as wildlife sanctuaries. No construction is
being undertaken in such environmentally sensitive
regions.
Farmers will be compensated for loss of income due
to construction activities.
Number of trees to be cut: NIL

49 LILO of both ckt of Gandhisagar -
Suwasra/Garoth 132kV line at
Bhanpura 220kV S/s
(M/S. Kalptaru Power Trans. Ltd.)

The line does not pass through critical environmental
areas such as wildlife sanctuaries. No construction is
being undertaken in such environmentally sensitive
regions.
Farmers will be compensated for loss of income due
to construction activities.
Number of trees to be cut: NIL

50 LILO of both ckt of Badod-Suwasra / The line does not pass through critical environmental
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Garoth 132kV line at Suwasra 220kV
S/s (M/S. Kalptaru Power Trans. Ltd.)

areas such as wildlife sanctuaries. No construction is
being undertaken in such environmentally sensitive
regions.
Farmers will be compensated for loss of income due
to construction activities.
Number of trees to be cut: NIL

Ratlam
51 LILO of 132kv Badod - Garoth line at

Shyamgarh (D/C) (M/S. B. S.  Ltd.)
The line does not pass through critical environmental
areas such as wildlife sanctuaries. No construction is
being undertaken in such environmentally sensitive
regions.
Farmers will be compensated for loss of income due
to construction activities. Separate and individual tree
cutting permission is not required. Present practice
involves calculation of   monetary value of trees by the
revenue department which is then paid as
compensation to the farmers. This ensures that the
compensation is fair, unarbitrary and not decided
solely by EA or contractor.
Number of trees to be cut: 3

52 LILO of Ratlam - Meghnagar 132kv
S/c line at Petlawad DCDS (D/C)
(M/S. B. S.  Ltd.)

The line does not pass through critical environmental
areas such as wildlife sanctuaries. No construction is
being undertaken in such environmentally sensitive
regions.
Farmers will be compensated for loss of income due
to construction activities.
Number of trees to be cut: NIL

53 LILO of second ckt of Badod -
Kota/Madok 220kV line at Bhanpura
220kV S/s (M/S. Kalptaru Power
Trans. Ltd.)

The line does not pass through critical environmental
areas such as wildlife sanctuaries. No construction is
being undertaken in such environmentally sensitive
regions.
Farmers will be compensated for loss of income due
to construction activities.
Number of trees to be cut: NIL

54 LILO of both ckt of Badod- Kota/Modak
220kV line at Suwasra 220kV S/s
(2XD/C)
(M/S. Kalptaru Power Trans. Ltd.)

The line does not pass through critical environmental
areas such as wildlife sanctuaries. No construction is
being undertaken in such environmentally sensitive
regions.
Farmers will be compensated for loss of income due
to construction activities. Separate and individual tree
cutting permission is not required. Present practice
involves calculation of   monetary value of trees by the
revenue department which is then paid as
compensation to the farmers. This ensures that the
compensation is fair, unarbitrary and not decided
solely by EA or contractor.
Number of trees to be cut:17

55 LILO of second ckt of Nagda-
Neemuch 220kV line at Daloda 220kV
S/s (M/S. Kalptaru Power Trans. Ltd.)

The line does not pass through critical environmental
areas such as wildlife sanctuaries. No construction is
being undertaken in such environmentally sensitive
regions.
Farmers will be compensated for loss of income due
to construction activities. Separate and individual tree
cutting permission is not required. Present practice
involves calculation of   monetary value of trees by the
revenue department which is then paid as
compensation to the farmers. This ensures that the
compensation is fair, unarbitrary and not decided
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solely by EA or contractor.
Number of trees to be cut: 33

56 LILO of Nagda 220-Ratadiya 132kV
line at Unhel (M/S. Kalptaru Power
Trans. Ltd.)

The line does not pass through critical environmental
areas such as wildlife sanctuaries. No construction is
being undertaken in such environmentally sensitive
regions.
Farmers will be compensated for loss of income due
to construction activities.
Number of trees to be cut: NIL

57 LILO of one ckt of Neemuch 220-
Mandsaur 132kV line at Budha
132kvS/s (M/S. Kalptaru Power Trans.
Ltd.)

The line does not pass through critical environmental
areas such as wildlife sanctuaries. No construction is
being undertaken in such environmentally sensitive
regions.
Farmers will be compensated for loss of income due
to construction activities. Separate and individual tree
cutting permission is not required. Present practice
involves calculation of   monetary value of trees by the
revenue department which is then paid as
compensation to the farmers. This ensures that the
compensation is fair, unarbitrary and not decided
solely by EA or contractor.
Number of trees to be cut: 88

Gwalior
58 LILO of 132 KV Gwalior- Dabra/

Karera Line at Chinaur
The line does not pass through critical environmental
areas such as wildlife sanctuaries. No construction is
being undertaken in such environmentally sensitive
regions.
Farmers will be compensated for loss of income due
to construction activities.
Number of trees to be cut: NIL

59 Datiya220- Bhander 132kV DCSS Line
(M/S. Bajaj)

The line does not pass through critical environmental
areas such as wildlife sanctuaries. No construction is
being undertaken in such environmentally sensitive
regions.
Farmers will be compensated for loss of income due
to construction activities.
Number of trees to be cut: NIL

60 Mehgaon 220-Pratappura 132kV
DCSS line (M/S. Bajaj)

The line does not pass through critical environmental
areas such as wildlife sanctuaries. No construction is
being undertaken in such environmentally sensitive
regions.
Farmers will be compensated for loss of income due
to construction activities.
Number of trees to be cut: NIL

61 Sabalgarh 220- Kelaras 132kV DCSS
Line (M/S. Bajaj)

The line does not pass through critical environmental
areas such as wildlife sanctuaries. No construction is
being undertaken in such environmentally sensitive
regions.
Farmers will be compensated for loss of income due
to construction activities.
Number of trees to be cut: NIL

62 Malanpur 220- Gohad 132kV DCDS
Line (M/S. Bajaj)

The line does not pass through critical environmental
areas such as wildlife sanctuaries. No construction is
being undertaken in such environmentally sensitive
regions.
Farmers will be compensated for loss of income due
to construction activities.
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Number of trees to be cut: NIL
63 220 KV DCDS Morena 400 KV

(CWRTL Adani) – Sabalgarh DCDS
Line

The line does not pass through critical environmental
areas such as wildlife sanctuaries. No construction is
being undertaken in such environmentally sensitive
regions.
Farmers will be compensated for loss of income due
to construction activities.
Number of trees to be cut: NIL

64 Bhonra-Kapasi 132 kv DCSS line
(M/S. L&T)

The line passes through forest land and forest
cleanrance has been applied for. See annexure 3. 15

Farmers will be compensated for loss of income due
to construction activities. Works shall only be
commenced in forest sections of the sub-project after
obtaining the requisite forest permissions.
Number of trees to be cut: NIL

65 Kolaras-Mada 132kV DCSS line
(M/S. L&T)

The line does not pass through critical environmental
areas such as wildlife sanctuaries. No construction is
being undertaken in such environmentally sensitive
regions.
Farmers will be compensated for loss of income due
to construction activities.
Number of trees to be cut: NIL

66 132kv DCDS Guna 220-Bhonra line
(M/S. L&T)

The line passes through forest land and forest
cleanrance has been applied for. Works shall only be
commenced in forest sections of the sub-project after
ontaining the requisite forest permissions. See
annexure 3.16

Farmers will be compensated for loss of income due
to construction activities.
Number of trees to be cut: NIL

67 LILO of one circuit of Malanpur-
Mehgaon line at 400 KV S/s (CWRTL
Adani) Morena

The line does not pass through critical environmental
areas such as wildlife sanctuaries. No construction is
being undertaken in such environmentally sensitive
regions.
Farmers will be compensated for loss of income due
to construction activities.
Number of trees to be cut: NIL

68 2nd circuit of Shivpuri 220- Kolaras
132kV DCSS line (M/S. L&T)

The line does not pass through critical environmental
areas such as wildlife sanctuaries. No construction is
being undertaken in such environmentally sensitive
regions.
Farmers will be compensated for loss of income due
to construction activities.
Number of trees to be cut: NIL

69 2nd ckt of Malanpur- Morar 132kV line
(M/S. L&T)

The line does not pass through critical environmental
areas such as wildlife sanctuaries. No construction is
being undertaken in such environmentally sensitive
regions.
Farmers will be compensated for loss of income due
to construction activities.
Number of trees to be cut: NIL

Bina
70 Khurai- Khimlasa 132kV DCSS line

(M/S. B.S. Ltd.)
The line does not pass through critical environmental
areas such as wildlife sanctuaries. No construction is

15 Ibid 14
16 Ibid 15
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being undertaken in such environmentally sensitive
regions.
Farmers will be compensated for loss of income due
to construction activities.
Number of trees to be cut: NIL

71 LILO of Mungaoli Traction Feeder to
Mungaoli (D/C)  (M/S. Bajaj)

The line does not pass through critical environmental
areas such as wildlife sanctuaries. No construction is
being undertaken in such environmentally sensitive
regions.
Farmers will be compensated for loss of income due
to construction activities.
Number of trees to be cut: NIL

72 Ashoknagar 220-Kothiya 132kV DCSS
Line (M/S. Bajaj)

The line does not pass through critical environmental
areas such as wildlife sanctuaries. No construction is
being undertaken in such environmentally sensitive
regions.
Farmers will be compensated for loss of income due
to construction activities.
Number of trees to be cut: NIL

73 Sagar220- Rehli 132kV DCSS line The line passes through forest land and forest
cleanrance has been applied for. Works shall only be
commenced in forest sections of the sub-project after
ontaining the requisite forest permissions. See
annexure 3. 17

Farmers will be compensated for loss of income due
to construction activities.
Number of trees to be cut: NIL

74 2nd ckt of Sagar 220-Sagar 132kV
(I/C)

The line does not pass through critical environmental
areas such as wildlife sanctuaries. No construction is
being undertaken in such environmentally sensitive
regions.
Farmers will be compensated for loss of income due
to construction activities.
Number of trees to be cut: NIL

75 Stringing of 3rd conductor from
Bina220 to Mungaoli (M/S. Bajaj)

The line does not pass through critical environmental
areas such as wildlife sanctuaries. No construction is
being undertaken in such environmentally sensitive
regions.
Farmers will be compensated for loss of income due
to construction activities.
Number of trees to be cut: NIL

17 Ibid 16
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Table No. 3.1: Project Progress Status of Environmental Compliance
(Substations and Feeder Bays)

S.
No

Substation
Name

Capacity and
associated Feeder
Bays

Status of Environmental Compliance

Jabalpur
1 Balaghat/

Kirnapur
400/132kv

(2 x 100+40MVA)
+400kv FB(2)
+132kv FB(4)

• No major adverse environmental issues identified.
No private land acquisition. The substation is built on
government wasteland.
• No trees felling in substation land
• No Forest Land acquisition for Sub Station.
• No Wild life sanctuary involved in Substation land.
• Air, soil and noise monitoring will be carried out
during next monitoring period.

2 Waraseoni
132kV

40MVA+132kV
FB(2)

• No major adverse environmental issues identified.
No private land acquisition. The substation is built on
government wasteland.
• No trees felling in substation land
• No Forest Land acquisition for Sub Station.
• No Wild life sanctuary involved in Substation land.
• Air, soil and noise monitoring will be carried out
during next monitoring period.

3 Bada Malehra
132/33kV

40 MVA+132kV
FB(1)

• No major adverse environmental issues identified.
No private land acquisition. The substation is built on
government wasteland.
• No trees felling in substation land
• No Forest Land acquisition for Sub Station.
• No Wild life sanctuary involved in Substation land.
• Air, soil and noise monitoring will be carried out
during next monitoring period.

4 Deonagar
132/33kV

40 MVA+132kV
FB(1)

• No major adverse environmental issues identified.
No private land acquisition. The substation is built on
government wasteland.
• No trees felling in substation land
• No Forest Land acquisition for Sub Station.
• No Wild life sanctuary involved in Substation land.
• Air, soil and noise monitoring will be carried out
during next monitoring period.

5 Belkheda
132/33kV

40MVA+132kV
FB(1)

• No major adverse environmental issues identified.
No private land acquisition. The substation is built on
government wasteland.
• No trees felling in substation land
• No Forest Land acquisition for Sub Station.
• No Wild life sanctuary involved in Substation land.
• Air, soil and noise monitoring will be carried out
during next monitoring period.

6 Karakbel
132/33kV

40MVA+132kV
FB(2)

• No major adverse environmental issues identified.
No private land acquisition. The substation is built on
government wasteland.
• No trees felling in substation land
• No Forest Land acquisition for Sub Station.
• No Wild life sanctuary involved in Substation land.
• Air, soil and noise monitoring will be carried out
during next monitoring period.
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7 Saori
132/33kV S/s

(1X50) MVA; 132kV
FB(1)

• No major adverse environmental issues identified.
No private land acquisition. The substation is built on
government wasteland.
• No trees felling in substation land
• No Forest Land acquisition for Sub Station.
• No Wild life sanctuary involved in Substation land.
• Air, soil and noise monitoring will be carried out
during next monitoring period.

8 Palohabada
132/33kV S/s

(1X50) MVA; 132kV
FB(1)

Yet to start

9 Patera
132/33kV S/s

(1X50) MVA; 132kV
FB(1)

• No major adverse environmental issues identified.
No private land acquisition. The substation is built on
government wasteland.
• No trees felling in substation land
• No Forest Land acquisition for Sub Station.
• No Wild life sanctuary involved in Substation land.
• Air, soil and noise monitoring will be carried out
during next monitoring period.

Satna
10 Sidhi 220

(2nd)
+160 MVA • No major adverse environmental issues identified.

No private land acquisition. The substation is built on
government wasteland.
• No trees felling in substation land
• No Forest Land acquisition for Sub Station.
• No Wild life sanctuary involved in Substation land.
• Air, soil and noise monitoring will be carried out
during next monitoring period.

11 Kotar 220
(2nd)

+160 MVA • No major adverse environmental issues identified.
No private land acquisition. The substation is built on
government wasteland.
• No trees felling in substation land
• No Forest Land acquisition for Sub Station.
• No Wild life sanctuary involved in Substation land.
• Air, soil and noise monitoring will be carried out
during next monitoring period.

12 Chhatarpur
(2nd)

+160 MVA • No major adverse environmental issues identified.
No private land acquisition. The substation is built on
government wasteland.
• No trees felling in substation land
• No Forest Land acquisition for Sub Station.
• No Wild life sanctuary involved in Substation land.
• Air, soil and noise monitoring will be carried out
during next monitoring period.

13 Satna-II
132/33kV S/s

(2X50) MVA; 132kV
FB(2)

Yet to start

14 Shahdol
220/132kV S/s
(Upgradation)

(1X60) MVA; 220kV
FB(2)+132kV FB(1)

• No major adverse environmental issues identified.
No private land acquisition. The substation is built on
government wasteland.
• No trees felling in substation land
• No Forest Land acquisition for Sub Station.
• No Wild life sanctuary involved in Substation land.
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• Air, soil and noise monitoring will be carried out
during next monitoring period.

Indore
15 Badnawar

400/220kv
(2x315MVA) +
400kv FB (4) +
220kv FB (4)
+125MVAR bus
Reactor

• No major adverse environmental issues identified.
No private land acquisition. The substation is built on
government wasteland.
• No trees felling in substation land
• No Forest Land acquisition for Sub Station.
• No Wild life sanctuary involved in Substation land.
• Air, soil and noise monitoring will be carried out
during next monitoring period.

16 Upgradation of
Chapda 132kv
S/S to 220kv

(1x160MVA) +
220kv FB(2)

• No major adverse environmental issues identified.
No private land acquisition. The substation is built on
government wasteland.
• No trees felling in substation land
• No Forest Land acquisition for Sub Station.
• No Wild life sanctuary involved in Substation land.
• Air, soil and noise monitoring will be carried out
during next monitoring period.

17 Upgradation of
Depalpur
132kv S/s to
220kv

(1x160MVA) +
220kv FB (1)

• No major adverse environmental issues identified.
No private land acquisition. The substation is built on
government wasteland.
• No trees felling in substation land
• No Forest Land acquisition for Sub Station.
• No Wild life sanctuary involved in Substation land.
• Air, soil and noise monitoring will be carried out
during next monitoring period.

18 Agrod
132/33kV

40MVA+132kV
FB(1)

• No major adverse environmental issues identified.
No private land acquisition. The substation is built on
government wasteland.
• No trees felling in substation land
• No Forest Land acquisition for Sub Station.
• No Wild life sanctuary involved in Substation land.
• Air, soil and noise monitoring will be carried out
during next monitoring period.

19 Teesgaon
132/33kV

40MVA+132kV
FB(1)

• No major adverse environmental issues identified.
No private land acquisition. The substation is built on
government wasteland.
• No trees felling in substation land
• No Forest Land acquisition for Sub Station.
• No Wild life sanctuary involved in Substation land.
• Air, soil and noise monitoring will be carried out
during next monitoring period.

Barwaha
20 400/220kv

additional
transformer at
Chhegaon
400kv S/S

1x315 MVA • No major adverse environmental issues identified.
No private land acquisition. The substation is built on
government wasteland.
• No trees felling in substation land
• No Forest Land acquisition for Sub Station.
• No Wild life sanctuary involved in Substation land.
• Air, soil and noise monitoring will be carried out
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during next monitoring period.
21 Bistan 132/33

kV
40 MVA+ 132kV
FB(1)

• No major adverse environmental issues identified.
No private land acquisition. The substation is built on
government wasteland.
• No trees felling in substation land
• No Forest Land acquisition for Sub Station.
• No Wild life sanctuary involved in Substation land.
• Air, soil and noise monitoring will be carried out
during next monitoring period.

22 Pandhana
132/33kV

40MVA+132kV
FB(2)

• No major adverse environmental issues identified.
No private land acquisition. The substation is built on
government wasteland.
• No trees felling in substation land
• No Forest Land acquisition for Sub Station.
• No Wild life sanctuary involved in Substation land.
• Air, soil and noise monitoring will be carried out
during next monitoring period.

23 Singhana
132/33kV

40MVA+132kV
FB(2)

• No major adverse environmental issues identified.
No private land acquisition. The substation is built on
government wasteland.
• No trees felling in substation land
• No Forest Land acquisition for Sub Station.
• No Wild life sanctuary involved in Substation land.
• Air, soil and noise monitoring will be carried out
during next monitoring period.

24 Talakpura
132/33kV

40MVA+132kV
FB(1)

• No major adverse environmental issues identified.
No private land acquisition. The substation is built on
government wasteland.
• No trees felling in substation land
• No Forest Land acquisition for Sub Station.
• No Wild life sanctuary involved in Substation land.
• Air, soil and noise monitoring will be carried out
during next monitoring period.

25 Kukshi
220/132kv

160 MVA + 220kv
FB(2) +132kv FB(1)

• No major adverse environmental issues identified.
No private land acquisition. The substation is built on
government wasteland.
• No trees felling in substation land
• No Forest Land acquisition for Sub Station.
• No Wild life sanctuary involved in Substation land.
• Air, soil and noise monitoring will be carried out
during next monitoring period.

26 Chhanera
220/132kV S/s

(2X160+1X50) MVA
220kV FB(2)+132kV
FB(3)

• No major adverse environmental issues identified.
No private land acquisition. The substation is built on
government wasteland.
• No trees felling in substation land
• No Forest Land acquisition for Sub Station.
• No Wild life sanctuary involved in Substation land.
• Air, soil and noise monitoring will be carried out
during next monitoring period.

27 Singot
132/33kV S/s

(1X50)MVA; 132kV
FB(1)

• No major adverse environmental issues identified.
No private land acquisition. The substation is built on
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government wasteland.
• No trees felling in substation land
• No Forest Land acquisition for Sub Station.
• No Wild life sanctuary involved in Substation land.
• Air, soil and noise monitoring will be carried out
during next monitoring period.

Bhopal
28 Salamatpur

132kv/33kv
40 MVA +132kv
FB(1)

• No major adverse environmental issues identified.
No private land acquisition. The substation is built on
government wasteland.
• No trees felling in substation land
• No Forest Land acquisition for Sub Station.
• No Wild life sanctuary involved in Substation land.
• Air, soil and noise monitoring will be carried out
during next monitoring period.

29 Intkhedi 132kv
/33kv

63 MVA +132kv
FB(2)

• No major adverse environmental issues identified.
No private land acquisition. The substation is built on
government wasteland.
• No trees felling in substation land
• No Forest Land acquisition for Sub Station.
• No Wild life sanctuary involved in Substation land.
• Air, soil and noise monitoring will be carried out
during next monitoring period.

30 400/220kv
additional
transformer at
Bhopal 400kv
S/S

1x315 MVA • No major adverse environmental issues identified.
No private land acquisition. The substation is built on
government wasteland.
• No trees felling in substation land
• No Forest Land acquisition for Sub Station.
• No Wild life sanctuary involved in Substation land.
• Air, soil and noise monitoring will be carried out
during next monitoring period.

31 Mandideep
220 (2nd)

+160 MVA • No major adverse environmental issues identified.
No private land acquisition. The substation is built on
government wasteland.
• No trees felling in substation land
• No Forest Land acquisition for Sub Station.
• No Wild life sanctuary involved in Substation land.
• Air, soil and noise monitoring will be carried out
during next monitoring period.

32 Narsinghgarh
132/33kv

40MVA +132kv
FB(1)

• No major adverse environmental issues identified.
No private land acquisition. The substation is built on
government wasteland.
• No trees felling in substation land
• No Forest Land acquisition for Sub Station.
• No Wild life sanctuary involved in Substation land.
• Air, soil and noise monitoring will be carried out
during next monitoring period.

33 Adampur
220/33kv

2x50MVA + 220kv
FB(2)

• No major adverse environmental issues identified.
No private land acquisition. The substation is built on
government wasteland.
• No trees felling in substation land
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S.
No

Substation
Name

Capacity and
associated Feeder
Bays

Status of Environmental Compliance

• No Forest Land acquisition for Sub Station.
• No Wild life sanctuary involved in Substation land.
• Air, soil and noise monitoring will be carried out
during next monitoring period.

34 Bilkisganj
132/33kV S/s

(1X50) MVA; 132kV
FB(1)

• No major adverse environmental issues identified.
No private land acquisition. The substation is built on
government wasteland.
• No trees felling in substation land
• No Forest Land acquisition for Sub Station.
• No Wild life sanctuary involved in Substation land.
• Air, soil and noise monitoring will be carried out
during next monitoring period.

35 Khujner/sindao
ta132/33kV

(1X50) MVA; 132kV
FB(1)

• No major adverse environmental issues identified.
No private land acquisition. The substation is built on
government wasteland.
• No trees felling in substation land
• No Forest Land acquisition for Sub Station.
• No Wild life sanctuary involved in Substation land.
• Air, soil and noise monitoring will be carried out
during next monitoring period.

Itarsi
36 Betul 220

(2nd)
+160 MVA • No major adverse environmental issues identified.

No private land acquisition. The substation is built on
government wasteland.
• No trees felling in substation land
• No Forest Land acquisition for Sub Station.
• No Wild life sanctuary involved in Substation land.
• Air, soil and noise monitoring will be carried out
during next monitoring period.

37 Silvani 132kv
/33kv

40 MVA +132kv
FB(1)

• No major adverse environmental issues identified.
No private land acquisition. The substation is built on
government wasteland.
• No trees felling in substation land
• No Forest Land acquisition for Sub Station.
• No Wild life sanctuary involved in Substation land.
• Air, soil and noise monitoring will be carried out
during next monitoring period.

38 Udaipura
132/33kv

40MVA + 132kv
FB(2)

• No major adverse environmental issues identified.
No private land acquisition. The substation is built on
government wasteland.
• No trees felling in substation land
• No Forest Land acquisition for Sub Station.
• No Wild life sanctuary involved in Substation land.
• Air, soil and noise monitoring will be carried out
during next monitoring period.

39 Bisnoor/Masod
132/33kV

(1X50) MVA; 132kV
FB(1)

• No major adverse environmental issues identified.
No private land acquisition. The substation is built on
government wasteland.
• No trees felling in substation land
• No Forest Land acquisition for Sub Station.
• No Wild life sanctuary involved in Substation land.
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S.
No

Substation
Name

Capacity and
associated Feeder
Bays

Status of Environmental Compliance

• Air, soil and noise monitoring will be carried out
during next monitoring period.

Ujjain
40 Chhayan

132/33kV
40MVA+132kV
FB(1)

• No major adverse environmental issues identified.
No private land acquisition. The substation is built on
government wasteland.
• No trees felling in substation land
• No Forest Land acquisition for Sub Station.
• No Wild life sanctuary involved in Substation land.
• Air, soil and noise monitoring will be carried out
during next monitoring period.

41 400kv Bus
Reactor at
Nagda 400kv
S/S

1X125 MVAR • No major adverse environmental issues identified.
No private land acquisition. The substation is built on
government wasteland.
• No trees felling in substation land
• No Forest Land acquisition for Sub Station.
• No Wild life sanctuary involved in Substation land.
• Air, soil and noise monitoring will be carried out
during next monitoring period.

Gwalior
42 Chinaur

132/33kV
40MVA+132kV
FB(1)

• No major adverse environmental issues identified.
No private land acquisition. The substation is built on
government wasteland.
• No trees felling in substation land
• No Forest Land acquisition for Sub Station.
• No Wild life sanctuary involved in Substation land.
• Air, soil and noise monitoring will be carried out
during next monitoring period.

43 Bhander
132/33kV

63MVA+132kV
FB(2)

• No major adverse environmental issues identified.
No private land acquisition. The substation is built on
government wasteland.
• No trees felling in substation land
• No Forest Land acquisition for Sub Station.
• No Wild life sanctuary involved in Substation land.
• Air, soil and noise monitoring will be carried out
during next monitoring period.

44 Pratappura
132/33kV

40MVA+132kV
FB(1)

• No major adverse environmental issues identified.
No private land acquisition. The substation is built on
government wasteland.
• No trees felling in substation land
• No Forest Land acquisition for Sub Station.
• No Wild life sanctuary involved in Substation land.
• Air, soil and noise monitoring will be carried out
during next monitoring period.

45 Kelaras
132/33kV

63MVA+132kV
FB(1)

• No major adverse environmental issues identified.
No private land acquisition. The substation is built on
government wasteland.
• No trees felling in substation land
• No Forest Land acquisition for Sub Station.
• No Wild life sanctuary involved in Substation land.
• Air, soil and noise monitoring will be carried out
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Substation
Name

Capacity and
associated Feeder
Bays

Status of Environmental Compliance

during next monitoring period.
46 Gohad

132/33kV
63MVA+132kV
FB(2)

• No major adverse environmental issues identified.
No private land acquisition. The substation is built on
government wasteland.
• No trees felling in substation land
• No Forest Land acquisition for Sub Station.
• No Wild life sanctuary involved in Substation land.
• Air, soil and noise monitoring will be carried out
during next monitoring period.

47 Kapasi/
Paranth
132/33kv

(1X50) MVA; 132kV
FB(1)

• No major adverse environmental issues identified.
No private land acquisition. The substation is built on
government wasteland.
• No trees felling in substation land
• No Forest Land acquisition for Sub Station.
• No Wild life sanctuary involved in Substation land.
• Air, soil and noise monitoring will be carried out
during next monitoring period.

48 Mada
132/33kV S/s

(1X50) MVA; 132kV
FB(1)

Yet to start

Bina
49 Khimlasa

132/33kV
40MVA+132kV
FB(1)

• No major adverse environmental issues identified.
No private land acquisition. The substation is built on
government wasteland.
• No trees felling in substation land
• No Forest Land acquisition for Sub Station.
• No Wild life sanctuary involved in Substation land.
• Air, soil and noise monitoring will be carried out
during next monitoring period.

50 Mungaoli
132/33kV

63MVA+132kV
FB(2)

• No major adverse environmental issues identified.
No private land acquisition. The substation is built on
government wasteland.
• No trees felling in substation land
• No Forest Land acquisition for Sub Station.
• No Wild life sanctuary involved in Substation land.
• Air, soil and noise monitoring will be carried out
during next monitoring period.

51 Kothiya
132/33kV

40MVA+132kV
FB(1)

• No major adverse environmental issues identified.
No private land acquisition. The substation is built on
government wasteland.
• No trees felling in substation land
• No Forest Land acquisition for Sub Station.
• No Wild life sanctuary involved in Substation land.
• Air, soil and noise monitoring will be carried out
during next monitoring period.

52 Rehli
132/33kV S/s

(1X50) MVA; 132kV
FB(1)

• No major adverse environmental issues identified.
No private land acquisition. The substation is built on
government wasteland.
• No trees felling in substation land
• No Forest Land acquisition for Sub Station.
• No Wild life sanctuary involved in Substation land.
• Air, soil and noise monitoring will be carried out
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Status of Environmental Compliance

during next monitoring period.
Ratlam
53 Suwasra

220/132kV S/s
(2X160+1X50) MVA
220kV FB(4)+132kV
FB(4)

• No major adverse environmental issues identified.
No private land acquisition. The substation is built on
government wasteland.
• No trees felling in substation land
• No Forest Land acquisition for Sub Station.
• No Wild life sanctuary involved in Substation land.
• Air, soil and noise monitoring will be carried out
during next monitoring period.

54 Unhel
132/33kV S/s

(1X50) MVA; 132kV
FB(2)

• No major adverse environmental issues identified.
No private land acquisition. The substation is built on
government wasteland.
• No trees felling in substation land
• No Forest Land acquisition for Sub Station.
• No Wild life sanctuary involved in Substation land.
• Air, soil and noise monitoring will be carried out
during next monitoring period.

55 Budha
132/33kV S/s

(1X50) MVA; 132kV
FB(2)

• No major adverse environmental issues identified.
No private land acquisition. The substation is built on
government wasteland.
• No trees felling in substation land
• No Forest Land acquisition for Sub Station.
• No Wild life sanctuary involved in Substation land.
• Air, soil and noise monitoring will be carried out
during next monitoring period.

56 Shyamgarh
132/33kV

40MVA+132kV
FB(2)

• No major adverse environmental issues identified.
No private land acquisition. The substation is built on
government wasteland.
• No trees felling in substation land
• No Forest Land acquisition for Sub Station.
• No Wild life sanctuary involved in Substation land.
• Air, soil and noise monitoring will be carried out
during next monitoring period.

7. Based on the Environmental Management Plan, the Compliance Status on
Environmental Issues and various environmental parameters has been
prepared and presented in Table No. 3.2.

Table No. 3.2: Environment Management Plan and Status on Implementation
Project
Activity

Environme
ntal

Component
Likely to be

Affected

Description
of Potential
Environment
al Impact

Mitigation/Enhan
cement
Measures

Respons
ible Unit

Complianc
e status
during the
reporting
period

Correctiv
e
Actions
Required

 Preparation
of feasibility
study and
detailed
project report

 Land and
vegetation

 Loss of
agricultural
land and
crops

 Loss of

 Use of 25
criteria for site
selection which
include
environmental

 MP
Transc
o,
District
Commi

 Complied NA
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Project
Activity

Environme
ntal

Component
Likely to be

Affected

Description
of Potential
Environment
al Impact

Mitigation/Enhan
cement
Measures

Respons
ible Unit

Complianc
e status
during the
reporting
period

Correctiv
e
Actions
Required

(DPR)
 Location of

substation,
transmission
and
distribution
lines

 Choice of
equipment
and
technology

habitat and
vegetation
clearing

 Land
acquisition

 Increase in
soil erosion
and impact
to soil
productivity

factors to
minimize
potential
impacts

 Checklist/questi
onnaire in
evaluating
substation sites
which aim at
avoidance of
land acquisition
and
environmental
impacts

 Substations are
all on
government land
(56 sites
for MP Transco)

 No land
acquisition
required but
transfers of
ownership
from the
government to
MP Transco.

 Use of mineral oil
such as
Duralife
Transformer Oil
for transformers

 Use of air
insulated
substations to
avoid fugitive
emissions of SF6
(a potent
GHG gas)

ssioner
Office

 People  Physical
displacem
ent of
people
and
structures

 Economic
loss to
people

 Disturbance
and
nconvenienc
e to people
due to
traffic,
increased
noise
and dust
levels,
vibration

 Interference
to existing
utilities

 Testing
of
ambient
air,
ambient
noise
and soil
have not
been
done
during
the
reporting
period
but will
be
complet
ed
during
next
monitori
ng
period.

 Testing
of
ambien
t air,
ambien
t noise
and soil
to be
carried
out on
priority
basis
after
end of
monsso
n
period
and the
data to
be
capture
d and
present
ed in
next
monitor
ing
report.

 Water  Interference
to local
drainage

 Water
quality
impacts due
to erosion
and/or
sedimentatio
n

• MP
Transco,
EPC
Contract
or

 The sub-
project
activities
do not
interfere
with
drainage
patterns or
impact
water
quality in
any
manner.
Complied

NA

 Air  Increased
dust and
noise levels,

 MP
Transco,
EPC

 Testing of
ambient
air quality

 Testing of
ambient
air quality
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Project
Activity

Environme
ntal

Component
Likely to be

Affected

Description
of Potential
Environment
al Impact

Mitigation/Enhan
cement
Measures

Respons
ible Unit

Complianc
e status
during the
reporting
period

Correctiv
e
Actions
Required

and
vibration.

 Emissions
from heavy
equipment
machinery
and
constructio
n vehicles.
Baseline
data will be
generated
before
commence
ment of civil
works.
Twice a
year
monitoring
will be
done.

Contract
or

has not
been done
during the
reporting
period but
will be
completed
during
next
monitoring
period.

to be
carried
out on
priority
basis
after end
of
monsson
period
and the
data to
be
captured
and
presente
d in next
monitorin
g report.

 Orientation
for
contractor
and workers

 People  Awareness
of workers
on the
environmen
tal
requiremen
ts and their
responsibilit
y

 Understand
ing of EPC
Contractor(
s) of their
responsibilit
y in
implementi
ng theEMP

 Conduct briefing
of EPC
Contractor(s) on
EMP, records
management,
and reporting

 Identify critical
areas to be
monitored and
the required
mitigation
measures

 Create
awareness of
sexually-
transmitted
diseases such as
HIV/AIDs

 EPC
Contrac
tor(s),
PMUs
of MP
Transc
o,
Environ
mental
staff/co
nsultant
in PMU

 Tender
specificati
ons for
contracto
rs include
guidleine
s for
ensuring
best
condition
s and
awarenes
s
programs
for
workers.
Complied

NA

 Prepare
construction
managemen
t
work plan

 People  Avoid
effects of
EPC
Contractor(
s)

 unplanned
activities

 Smooth
work
implementa
tion

 Temporary
pedestrian and
traffic
management
plan

 Community and
safety plan

 EPC
Contrac
tor(s),
PMUs
of MP
Transc
o,Envir
onment
al
staff/co
nsultant
in PMU

 Complied  NA

 Land  Spoils disposal  Testing of  Testing
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Project
Activity

Environme
ntal

Component
Likely to be

Affected

Description
of Potential
Environment
al Impact

Mitigation/Enhan
cement
Measures

Respons
ible Unit

Complianc
e status
during the
reporting
period

Correctiv
e
Actions
Required

plan ambient
air,
ambient
noise and
soil have
not been
carried
out
during
this
monitorin
g period
but will
be
complete
d during
next
monitorin
g period.

of
ambient
air,
ambient
noise
and soil
to be
carried
out on
priority
basis
after end
of
monsso
n period
and the
data to
be
captured
and
presente
d in next
monitori
ng
report.

 Air  Noise and dust
control plan

 Water  Drainage and
storm water
management
plan

 Waste  Materials
management
plan

 Construction
waste
management
plan. Baseline
data will be
generated
before
commencement
of civil wroks.
twice a year
monitoring will
be done.

 Hiring of
project staff
and workers

 People  Conflict due
to potential
workers
migration

 Lack of
local
support to
the project

 Dispute
over
transparenc
y of hiring

 EPC
Contractor(s) will
be required to
use local labour
for manual work
and eligible local
workforce for
clerical and
office jobs

 EPC
Contrac
tor(s),
PMUs
of MP
Transc
o,
Environ
mental
staff/co
nsultant
in PMU

Complied NA

 Presence of
workers at
construction
sites

 People  Increase in
demand for
services
such as
food,
temporary
housing,
etc.

 Create
opportunitie
s for small-
scale
business to
provide

 None required - Complied NA
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Project
Activity

Environme
ntal

Component
Likely to be

Affected

Description
of Potential
Environment
al Impact

Mitigation/Enhan
cement
Measures

Respons
ible Unit

Complianc
e status
during the
reporting
period

Correctiv
e
Actions
Required

services
such as
food,
temporary
housing,
etc.

 Site
preparation,
vegetation
and land
clearing for
substations
and
transmission
line right-of-
way(ROW)

 Construction
of
substations,
installation
of required
equipment
at
substations,
erection of
transmission
towers and
stringing of
conductors

 People  Dismantling
of
structure(s)
and
equipment
from
existing
substations

 Construction
management
plan will be
strictlyimplement
ed

 Use of proper
safety
clothes/equipme
nt in dismantling
structure(s)
andequipment

 Debris/dismantle
d
structures/equip
ment will be
disposed of in
designatedlandfil
l and/or
controlled
dumpsites

 Usable scrap
materials from
dismantling will
be stored in
warehouses of
MP Transco in
Jabalpur.

 EPC
Contrac
tor(s),
PMUs
of MP
Transc
o,
Environ
mental
staff/co
nsultant
in PMU

Complied NA

 Potential
safety risks
to
community

 Provide fence or
barricade
(as appropriate),
sufficient lights,
clear warning
signs
and danger
signals, and
take all
precautions
identified in the
community
and safety plan

 Assign security
personnel to
prevent
accidents,
trespassing, and

Complied NA
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Project
Activity

Environme
ntal

Component
Likely to be

Affected

Description
of Potential
Environment
al Impact

Mitigation/Enhan
cement
Measures

Respons
ible Unit

Complianc
e status
during the
reporting
period

Correctiv
e
Actions
Required

pilferage

 EPC
Contractor(s) to
direct drivers to
strictly follow
road regulations

 Interferenc
e with road
crossings

 Danger and
clearly visible
warning signs
will be posted at
designated sites

 Scaffoldings will
be placed over
road crossing
points

 Construction
vehicles to
strictly follow
road regulations

 Implement
temporary
pedestrian and
trafficmanageme
nt plan

MP
Transc
o, EPC
contrac
tor

Complied NA

 Potential
health and
safety risks
to workers

 Provide sanitary
facilities and
wash areas

 Provide safe
drinking water
and garbage
bins

 Enforce good
housekeeping at
all times

 Provide workers
with hard hat,
safety shoes
and belts

 Coordinate with
nearest hospital
for
arrangements in
case of
accidents

 Assign nurse or
medical
staff to make
weekly rounds at
substation sites

Complied NA
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Project
Activity

Environme
ntal

Component
Likely to be

Affected

Description
of Potential
Environment
al Impact

Mitigation/Enhan
cement
Measures

Respons
ible Unit

Complianc
e status
during the
reporting
period

Correctiv
e
Actions
Required

 Set up first aid
treatment within
construction
sites and
field office

 Observance and
compliance with
relevant safety
measures
required by law
and best
engineering
practices

 Provide
communication
devices to
designated
workers

 Land and
vegetation

 Erosion
and
localized
flooding

 Loss of
habitat and
some
mature
trees of
economic
value such
as teak

 Compensation
for temporary
damages to
crops/plants
along the ROW
and substations

 Cut trees owned
by the
government will
be sold
andrevenue
turned over to
Revenue
Authority

 Landscaping/rep
lanting of trees
at subs-stations
will bedone after
completion of
construction
works

 Erosion-control
measures will be
provided (as
needed)

 Implement spoils
disposal plan
and construction
waste
management
plan

MP
Transc
o, EPC
Contrac
tor

Compensat
ion is paid
for crop
and tree
damages.
The sub-
projects do
not result in
any major
erosion but
best
practices
ensure that
soil is
replaced
once
excavation
is carried
out.
Complied

NA

 Water  Generation
of sewage

 Avoidance of
waterways in

MP
Transc Complied NA
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Project
Activity

Environme
ntal

Component
Likely to be

Affected

Description
of Potential
Environment
al Impact

Mitigation/Enhan
cement
Measures

Respons
ible Unit

Complianc
e status
during the
reporting
period

Correctiv
e
Actions
Required

from
constructio
n workers

 Localized
flooding

 Increase
turbidity in
surface
water near
constructio
n sites

site selection

 Provide sanitary
facilities to
workers and
safe drinking
water

 Construction
works will done
during summer
in areas
potential for
erosion and
localized
flooding

 Implement
drainage and
storm water
management
plan

 Waterways were
avoided in
selecting
subproject sites

o, EPC
Contrac
tor

 Air  Heavy
equipment
and
constructio
n vehicles
may
increase
vehicular
emissions

 Transport
of
constructio
n materials
to
constructio
ns sites
may
increase
dust level

 Earthmovin
g works,
excavations
, and
opened
land areas
for
substations
and towers

 Construction
vehicles will be
maintained to
minimize
vehicular
emissions

 Enclose
construction
sites temporarily
to contain dust
dispersion

 Warehouse for
construction
materials onsite
will be provided
to reduce trips of
material delivery

 EPC
Contractor(s) will
be required to
maintain
construction
vehicles and
heavy
equipment
machineries
regularly to

MP
Transc
o, EPC
Contrac
tor

Complied NA
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Project
Activity

Environme
ntal

Component
Likely to be

Affected

Description
of Potential
Environment
al Impact

Mitigation/Enhan
cement
Measures

Respons
ible Unit

Complianc
e status
during the
reporting
period

Correctiv
e
Actions
Required

may
increase
dust levels

 Increase in
noise level
and
vibration
from
excavation
and heavy
equipment
and
constructio
n vehicles

reduce
emissions

 Opened land
areas or sources
of dust will be
sprayed with
water (as
needed)

 Transport of
dust-generating
materials will be
covered

 Observance of
low speed by
vehicles to
reduce noise

 Noise-
generating
works will be
done between
7AM and 7PM
done at daytime
as required by
MPPCB
(February 2013)

 Construction
sites will be
covered with
acoustic screens
and machineries
will be
temporarily
enclosed to
control noise
(MPPCB
guidelines,
February 2013)

 Require EPC
Contractor(s) to
maintain and
tune-up
construction
vehicles to
reduce noise
and no blowing
of horns

 Observe/comply
with traffic
management
plan

 Use of  Land  Accidental  Provision of oil-  MP
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Project
Activity

Environme
ntal

Component
Likely to be

Affected

Description
of Potential
Environment
al Impact

Mitigation/Enhan
cement
Measures

Respons
ible Unit

Complianc
e status
during the
reporting
period

Correctiv
e
Actions
Required

mineral oil
for
transformers

 Water
spillage
that would
contaminat
e land and
water

water separator
Provide for oil
containment
structure.

 Baseline data
will be
generated
before
commencement
of civil wroks.
Twice a year
monitoring will
be done.

Transc
o

Complied NA

 People  Occupation
al health
risks to
workers
due to
exposure

 Acceptance of
mineral oil
should be
accompanied
with Material
Data Safety
Sheets and/or
be certified that
it is PCB-free

 Fire
extinguishers
readily available
in storage areas
for mineral oil

Complied NA

 Presence of
substations,
power
transmission
and
distribution
lines

 Land  Depreciatio
n of land
property
values
adjacent to
substations
and power
transmissio
n towers

 Availability of
stable and
reliable power
will trigger
economic
development in
the area

Complied NA

 People  Hazards
such as
electrocutio
n, lightning
strike, etc.
due to
accidental
failure of
power
transmissio
n and
distribution
lines

 Provide security
and inspection
personnel to
avoid pilferage
and vandalism
of equipment
and lines.

 Appropriate
grounding and
deactivation of
live power lines
during
maintenance
work

MP
Transc
o, EPC
Contrac
tor

All sub-
projects
ensure
that
danger
signs and
awarenes
s posters
are
displayed
to
educate
and
inform
members

NA
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Project
Activity

Environme
ntal

Component
Likely to be

Affected

Description
of Potential
Environment
al Impact

Mitigation/Enhan
cement
Measures

Respons
ible Unit

Complianc
e status
during the
reporting
period

Correctiv
e
Actions
Required

 Designed with
protection
system that
shuts off during
power overload
or similar
emergencies

 Maintain and
comply with
electrical
standards

 Distribution lines
entering and
leaving the
substations are
insulated (or
covered) to
minimize
impacts

 Regular
monitoring and
maintenance to
ensure safety
and integrity of
power lines and
substations

 Conduct
information and
education
campaign to
local people to
enhance
awareness on
safety
practices of
living near
substations

of the
public.
Complied

 Accident
working in
elevated
position

 Implement
safety plan to
reduce risks

 Provision of
safety belts and
other working
gears for
protection

MP
Transco

Complied NA
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Project
Activity

Environme
ntal

Component
Likely to be

Affected

Description
of Potential
Environment
al Impact

Mitigation/Enhan
cement
Measures

Respons
ible Unit

Complianc
e status
during the
reporting
period

Correctiv
e
Actions
Required

 Potential
exposure to
electric and
magnetic
fields
(EMF)

 EMF levels
expected to be
way below the
limits set by
International
Commission
on Non-Ionizing
Radiation
Protection(ICNR
P) which is
4.17 kV/m for
electric field and
833 mG for
magnetic field

 Spot
measurements
of EMF

 Substations will
be fenced and
security staff
assigned to
prevent
unauthorized
public access

 Information and
education
campaign will be
conducted to
local people to
create
awareness on
safety
practices

MP
Transco

All sub-
projects
ensure
that
danger
signs and
awarenes
s posters
are
displayed
to
educate
and
inform
members
of the
public.
Complied

NA

 Generation
of
employmen
t

 More than 200
positions will be
created during
the
operation

MP
Transco

Complied NA

 Noise  Disturbanc
e to
settlements
near the
substations

 Periodic
maintenance of
equipment such
as transformers
and capacitors
to minimize
noise
generation.

 Provide
enclosure of
noise-
generating

MP
Transco

Testing of
ambient
ambient
noise
quality has
not been
carried out
but will be
completed
during next
monitoring
period.

Testing of
ambient
ambient
noise
quality to
be carried
out on
priority
basis after
end of
monsson
period and
the data to
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Project
Activity

Environme
ntal

Component
Likely to be

Affected

Description
of Potential
Environment
al Impact

Mitigation/Enhan
cement
Measures

Respons
ible Unit

Complianc
e status
during the
reporting
period

Correctiv
e
Actions
Required

equipment
 Monitor ambient

noise levels.
Baseline data
will be
generated
before
commencement
of civil works.
Twice a year
monitoring will
be done.

be
captured
and
presented
in next
monitoring
report.
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4.0 Monitoring of environmental receptors/attributes

8. In order to comply with requirements of Environmental monitoring, the
contractor carries out regular testing at specified intervals with regards to air
quality, water quality and noise levels during preconstruction, construction and
post construction stage as mentioned in the environmental monitoring plan.
The implementation is monitored through MPPTCL. The primary responsibility
of the environmental monitoring agency are for ensuring that testing,
analysing and reporting impact of transmission lines & substation projects on
air, ground & surface water and noise levels is carried out as per schedule.

9. During the construction and operation phase of this project, the monitoring of
the environmental aspects is done at the transmission line by the safeguard
specialist of the PMU. The mitigation measures suggested in the IEE require
monitoring of environmental parameters during construction and operational
phases of the project. During the construction phase, the Contractor ensures
that activities like handling of earth works clearing work, access road
construction, putting proper traffic signals is done properly to have minimum
impact. This in turn is monitored by the Project Engineer of the individual
transmission line/substation project.

10. The ESU and site support team ensures that EPC contractors will adhere and
comply with all measures and procedures identified in the EMP. The plans,
endorsed by the EA and GoMP, will be monitored in accordance to ADB
Safeguard Policy 2009 requirements. Mitigation measures related to
construction as specified in the EMP will be incorporated into civil works
contracts, and their implementation will be primarily the responsibility of the
contractors. Monitoring of the quality of water, soil, air and noise during the
construction stage is the responsibility of the contractor by the approved
government agency. Other environmental good practices to be followed
include sanitary waste management, noise abatement, maintaining hygienic
conditions, maintenance of fire and safety equipment. Monitoring report will be
prepared once in six months with the corrective action plan for the problem
areas. PMU’s monitoring report will be provided to ADB on a bi-annual basis
and will demonstrate that sound environmental management practices are
applied during construction and operation, and the set environmental
mitigation targets are achieved.

11. Since the civil construction works under the project are very meagre, hence,
the environmental monitoring for ambient air quality, water quality, soil and
noise levels during various stages – pre construction, construction and post
construction will be monitored as per below schedule given in Table 4.0.
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Table 4.0: Environmental Monitoring Schedule
Environment

al
Componen

t

Environmental
Component

Parameters
to be

monitored

Sampling
Location

Monitoring
Frequency

Implementation Supervision

1.Air
Quality

A. Pre
construction
stage
(Baseline
development)

PM10, PM2.5,
SO2& NOX as
per NAAQS,
2009

Boundary of
substation

One time Contractor by
CPCB approved
laboratory

Contractor/
MPPTCL Field staff

B. Construction
Stage

PM10, PM2.5,
SO2& NOX as
per NAAQS,
2009

Boundary of
substation

For each
sub-station
location,
twice a year
monitoring
will be done.

Contractor by
CPCB approved
laboratory

Contractor/
MPPTCL Field staff

C. Post
construction
Stage

PM10, PM2.5,
SO2& NOX as
per NAAQS,
2009

Boundary of
substation

One time Contractor by
CPCB approved
laboratory

Contractor/
MPPTCL Field staff

2.Noise A. Pre
construction
stage (Baseline
development)

Noise level
Leq (Day), Leq
(Night),
Maximum
Noise level.

Boundary of
substation

One time Contractor by
CPCB approved
laboratory

Contractor/
MPPTCL Field staff

B. Construction
Stage

Noise level
Leq (Day), Leq
(Night),
Maximum
Noise level.

Boundary of
substation

For each
sub-station
location,
twice a year
monitoring
will be done.

Contractor by
CPCB approved
laboratory

Contractor/
MPPTCL Field staff

C. Operation
Stage

Noise level
Leq (Day), Leq
(Night),
Maximum
Noise level.

Boundary of
substation

One time Contractor by
CPCB approved
laboratory

Contractor/
MPPTCL Field staff

3. Soil A. Pre
construction
stage
(Baseline
development)

Visible spills
and/or soil
staining, Oil &
grease

1 location
inside
substation

One time Contractor by
CPCB approved
laboratory

Contractor/
MPPTCL Field staff

B. Construction
Stage

Visible spills
and/or soil
staining, Oil &
grease

1 location
inside
substation

For each
sub-station
location,
twice a year
monitoring
will be done.

Contractor by
CPCB approved
laboratory

Contractor/
MPPTCL Field staff

C. Operation
Stage

Visible spills
and/or soil
staining, Oil &
grease

1 location
inside
substation

One time Contractor by
CPCB approved
laboratory

Contractor/
MPPTCL Field staff

12. The environmental monitoring of ambient air, ambient noise and soil quality
from commencement to December 2016 has not been carried out. The
environmental monitoring of ambient air, ambient noise and soil quality will be
carried out during the next monitoring period and the data will be presented in
the next EMR report.
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5.0 Any Other environmental aspects, impacts observed during
implementation which were not covered earlier

13. The project does not have any unanticipated impacts during this reporting
period.
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6.0 Details of Grievance Redress Commitee and Complaints Received from
public and actions taken thereof to resolve

14. The Grievance rederess commitee is set up by MP Transco-PMU and
consists of representatives from the local Panchayat Head, a District Revenue
Commissioner, representative from the EPC Contractor(s) only during
construction phase, designated staff of MP Transco-PMU on safeguards,
Manager/Director of MP Transco-PMU, and a witness of the
complainant/affected person. See annexure 4 for details.

15. Responsibilities: The GRC is expected to: (i) resolve issues on land
acquisition (if any), compensation to temporary damages to crops and plants,
and other use of land such as borrow areas for transmission towers and
substations; (ii) convene twice a month to review complaints lodged (if any),
(iii) record the grievances and resolve the issues within a month (30 days)
from the date the grievance was filed, (iv) report to the complainant(s) the
status of grievance resolution and the decisions made.

16. Procedures: Minor grievances on compensation or environmental issue during
construction will be resolved onsite through the EPC Contractor(s) Project
Site Engineer. As a formal process of grievance resolution, the procedure is
described below.
(i) Affected persons (APs) are informed in writing by MP Transco-PMU (or

designated representative) of the damages and entitlements for
compensation. If the APs are satisfied, compensation can be claimed
from MP Transco-PMU through the EPC Contractor(s). If the APs are not
satisfied, they can request for clarification from MP Transco-PMU. If the
APs are not convinced with the outcome, they can file the grievance to
the GRC with the help of MP Transco-PMU who will provide the written
documentation.

(ii) The GRC conducts a hearing of the grievance in the presence of the APs
and will provide a decision within 15 days from the receipt of the
complaint. Minutes of the meeting are approved by MP Transco-PMU
and provided to the APs including the decision made by the GRC. If the
APs are satisfied with the GRC decision, they can claim the
compensation from MP Transco-PMU and/or EPC Contractor(s).

(iii) No grievances have been received in any of the subporjects during this
monitoring period.
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7.0 Public Consultation During Project Implementation

17. During field visits, public consultations with affected persons were carried out.
The site visit was accompanied by Contractor representative and meeting with
MPPTCL officials at divisional offices was held to understand the overall
physical progress, issues impediment to project completion and observation
requiring attention of PMU.

18. Substations are built on government wasteland and no private land is
acquired for the same. In case of transmission lines, compensation is paid to
farmers for crop loss and trees. The ROW is selected in a manner such that it
avoids ecological sensitive areas. No major complaints were received with
regards to compensation amount. In some lines, payments are pending at
relevant tehsil or revenue office and contractor and MPPTCL officials assured
that they will be cleared soon. The contractor provides amenities and safety
equipments to workers. The photographs of site visits and lists of affected
persons who participated in public consultations are provided in Annexure 1
and Annexure 2 respectively. Table 7.0 and 7.1 summarises public
consultations findings for transmission lines and substations, additional
transformers and associated Feeder Bays respectively.

Table 7.0:  Public Consultation for Transmission Lines

S.
No

Subproject Location of
Public
consultation

Date Issues
Discussed

Outcomes of the
Public
Discussion

Jabalpur
1 LILO of 400kv seoni

to Bhilai S/C line at
Balaghat/Kirnapur
(D/C)  (BHEL Noida)

Waratola, Wara,
Kaneri, Sompuri,
Hirapur

March 2016 People wanted
to know about
disturbances
that will be
caused due to
the project.

People assured
that shutdown
timings will be
notified in
advance and
minimum
disturbance will
be caused to
locals.

2 LILO of 132kV
Balaghat- Seoni/
Katangi line at
Waraseoni 132kV
S/s (2XD/C)
(M/S. B. S. Ltd.)

Kholtola, Sarandi,
Chandanpur,
Kasartola

October
2016

People wanted
to know if
access roads
will be
damaged
during
construction
activities.

Assured that best
practices are
incorporated so
as to cause
minimum
disturbance to
existing
resources.

3 LILO of both circuit
of 132kV Balaghat-
Bhanegaon Line at
Blaghat/Kirnapur
400kV S/s (2XD/C)
(M/S. B. S. Ltd.)

Hirapur, Kumeri,
Waratolo, Nara

October
2016

People
enquired about
compensation
process and if
existing
resources such

Assured that
project does not
interfere with
water table.
Compensation
process
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S.
No

Subproject Location of
Public
consultation

Date Issues
Discussed

Outcomes of the
Public
Discussion

as wells etc will
be disturbed or
damaged
during
construction.

explained.

4 LILO of 132
Tikamgarh-Bijawar
line for Bada
Malehra (Satna Div.)

Mungwari,
Bandha,
Gharauli, Goura

March 2016 Major queries
related to
compensation
and redress
process.

Grievance
process
explained.

5 Second circuit of
Tikamgarh- Budhera
132kV DCSS Line
(M/S. B. S. Ltd.)

Nayakhera,
Lachamanpura,
Nonhitehri,
Ganesgnagar,
Barmarai,

March 2016 Farmers were
interested in
learning
whether
construction
activities will be
done during
harvesting
season.

Assured that
construction will
be aligned with
non cultivation
period as far as
possible.

6 Narsinghpur 220-
Devnagar 132kV
DCSS Line (M/S. B.
S. Ltd.)

Magardha,
Samnapur,
Bhelpani, rohhata

March 2016 Major queries
related to
compensation
and redress
process.

Grievance
process
explained.

7 Karakbel- Belkheda
132kV DCSS line
(M/S. B. S. Ltd.)

Belkhera, Kunra,
Jamuniya, Rakhi

March 2016 People
wanted to
know if land
will be
acquired for
the project.

Explained that the
project does not
have any land
acquisition.

8 Narsinghpur 220KV
Karakbel 132KV
DCS line  (M/S. B.
S. Ltd.)

Bichua, Pindarai,
Mekh, dokarghat

March 2016 People wanted
to know if
cultivation can
occur once the
tower is
erected.

Assured that
regular cultivation
activity can take
place without
hindrance once
the project is
completed.

9 Panagar 220-Patan
132kV DCSS line
(M/S. B. S. Ltd.)

Rampura, Patan,
Jogiya,
Kukarbhuka,
Kamond,
Didhaura

March 2016 People wanted
to know if soil
erosion would
occur and if
major
excavation will
take place due
to the project
activity.

Assured that no
major excavation
will be carried out.

10 Chhindwara 220-
Saori 132kV DCSS
line (KPTL Ltd.)

Ghoghra,
Kukrachiman,
Malhanwara,
Paunari

October
2016

Farmers were
interested in
knowing about
compensation
rates.

Compensation
process
explained.
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S.
No

Subproject Location of
Public
consultation

Date Issues
Discussed

Outcomes of the
Public
Discussion

11 Chichli 220-
Palohabada 132kV
DCSS line (KPTL
Ltd.)

Sukri, Chiraha,
Motiyadau,
Siddhi, Tanchana

October
2016

People wanted
to know if
compensation
will be paid in
cash or through
cheque.

Explained that all
compensation
payments are
processed
through cheque
mode only.

12 132kv DCSS line
from Damoh 220kv
to Patera 132 kv
substation (KPTL
Ltd.)

Khamkhera,
Pathariya, Mara,
Chaupa Khurd

October
2016

Some farmers
suggested that
payments be
done through
aadhar mode.

Explained that
currently
payments for
compensation are
done through
cheque mode.

13 Second circuit of
132kV Tap Line
from Balaghat-
Katangi (M/S. B. S.
Ltd.)

Kateratola,
Kosmi, Sirpurtola,
Nandgaon

October
2016

Major queries
related to
compensation
and redress
process.

Grievance
process
explained.

Satna
14 Second circuit

132kV of
chhatarpur-
Khajuraho line  (M/S
B.S. Ltd.)

October
2016

People were
supportive of
the project and
wanted to know
if construction
will interfere
with drainage
patterns.

Assured that no
such interference
will be caused.

15 LILO of second ckt
of Bansagar-Satna
220kV line at Kotar
220kV S/s
(M/S Vikran
Engineering Pvt.
Ltd.)

Lakhanwa, Karahi
Khurd,
Ahmadpur,
Dhenrhi

December
2016

Farmers
wanted to know
the calculation
formula for
compensation
rates.

Explained that
calculation is
done as per
market rates by
revenue authority.

16 LILO of Satna -
Maihar 132kV line at
Satna-II 132kV S/s
(M/S Vikran
Engineering Pvt.
Ltd.)

NA NA NA NA

17 LILO of second ckt
of Birsinghpur -
Amarkantak 220kV
line at Shahdol
220kV s/s (M/S
Vikran Engineering
Pvt. Ltd.)

Gortara, Jamur,
Jamua, Raipur

December
2016

People were
supportive of
the project. No
major queries.

NA

18 Birsinghpur 220-
shahdol 132kV
DCSS line (M/S
Vikran Engineering
Pvt. Ltd.)

Senduri,
Chhotakhamaria,
Shahpur,
Raugarh

December
2016

Major queries
related to
compensation
and redress
process.

Grievance
process
explained.
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S.
No

Subproject Location of
Public
consultation

Date Issues
Discussed

Outcomes of the
Public
Discussion

Indore
19 LILO of one circuit of

Ashta 400-Dewas
220 kv  D/C line at
Chapda 220kv S/s
(D/C) (M/S B.S. Ltd.)

Manasa, Gunai,
Budangaon,
Nanasa,
Khonpirpipaliya

October
2016

Farmers
wanted to know
if electricity
supply would
be improved
due to the
project.

Assured that
transmission and
electricity supply
would be
improved once
the project is
implemented.

20 Pithampur 400 -
Depalpur 220kv
DCSS line (M/S B.S.
Ltd.)

Sejwani,
Kumarkaradya,
Sulawar, Umariya

October
2016

People were
supportive of
the project. No
major queries.

NA

21 Dewas 220- Agrod
132kv DCSS line
(M/S B.S. Ltd.)

Jaitpura,
Kamarkhedi,
Kalukhedi,
Karnakhedi

October
2016

People wanted
to know if
compensation
will be paid in
cash or through
cheque.

Explained that all
compensation
payments are
processed
through cheque
mode only.

22 Dhar 220 -
Teesgaon 132kv
DCSS line
(M/S B.S. Ltd.)

Pinjrao, Pipaliya,
Kherod, Antaray

March 2016 No major
queries.

NA

23 LILO of both Circuit
of 400 kv Nagda-
Rajgarh line at
Badnawar  (2 x D/C)
(M/S BHEL NOIDA)

Dokliyapara,
Piplipara,
Imlipara,
Satrunda

March 2016 Major queries
related to
compensation
and redress
process.

Grievance
process
explained.

24 Second Circuit of
Kukshi Alirajpur
132kv line  (M/S
B.S. Ltd.)

Mohnipura,
Chaundiyapura,
Talanpur,
Julwaniya

March 2016 People
wanted to
know if land
will be
acquired for
the project.

Explained that the
project does not
have any land
acquisition.

Barwaha
25 LILO of 132

Khargone Bikayan
line at 132 Kv sub-
station Bistan (M/S.
B.S. Ltd.)

Magariya,
Bargaon,
Moghan,
Chandabad

March 2016 People wanted
to know if
cultivation can
occur once the
tower is
erected.

Assured that
regular cultivation
activity can take
place without
hindrance once
the project is
completed.

26 LILO of 132kv
Chegaon
Nepanagar line at
Pandhana (M/S.
B.S. Ltd.)

Dulhar, Teela March 2016 Farmers were
interested in
knowing about
compensation
rates.

Compensation
process
explained.

27 LILO Manawar -
Kukshi DCSS line at
Singhana (D/C)
(M/S. B.S. Ltd.)

Singhana,
Anjaniya,
Bhesawad

March 2016 Farmers
wanted to know
if soil fertility
will be affected
due to the

Assured that soil
fertility will not be
affected as only
minor civil works
are carried out for
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S.
No

Subproject Location of
Public
consultation

Date Issues
Discussed

Outcomes of the
Public
Discussion

project. erecting towers.
28 LILO of 132Kv

Khargone -
Julwaniya line at
132Kv S/S
Talakpura (M/S.
B.S. Ltd.)

Birla March 2016 People were
supportive of
the project. No
major queries.

NA

29 Julwaniya 400-
Kukshi 220kv line
(D/C) (M/S. B.S.
Ltd.)

Lingwa, Kusmari,
Jalgone, Morgun

March 2016 Major queries
related to
compensation
and redress
process.

Grievance
process
explained.

30 Malwa TPS-
Chhanera 220kV
DCDS Line (KPTL
Ltd.)

Manjadhar,
Sakkapur,
Surwanya

March 2016 People wanted
to know if
compensation
will be paid in
cash or through
cheque.

Explained that all
compensation
payments are
processed
through cheque
mode only.

31 Chhegaon 220-
Singot 132kV DCDS
Line (KPTL Ltd.)

Sahejla,
Bikankheri,
lakhmenkhri,
Sombulai

March 2016 People were
supportive of
the project. No
major queries.

NA

32 Chhanera 220-
Khirkiya 132kV
DCDS Line (KPTL
Ltd.)

Sadiyapani,
Manjhad,
Bediyakhal,
Nishaniya

March 2016 People wanted
to know if soil
erosion would
occur and if
major
excavation will
take place due
to the project
activity.

Assured that no
major excavation
will be carried out.

Bhopal
33 Bairagarh 220 -

Intkhedi 132kv
DCDS line (M/S.
B.S. Ltd.)

Intkhedi,
Hazzampura,
Hazarpura,
Chandanpura

March 2016 People were
supportive of
the project. No
major queries.

NA

34 Second circuit of
Bairagarh –
Shyampur (M/S.
B.S. Ltd.)

Bagoniya,
Purachindwada,
Tarasewaniya

March 2016 Major queries
related to
compensation
and redress
process.

Grievance
process
explained.

35 Second circuit of
Gairatganj - Vidisha
220 132kv line (M/S.
B.S. Ltd.)

Sherpura, Dabar,
Berkheri,
Berkheda,
Ahmadpur

March 2016 No major
queries.

NA

36 Shujalpur-
Narsinghgarh 220kv
DCSS line (Initially
charged on 132kv)
(M/S. B.S. Ltd.)

Bamora kheda,
Gokalpur,
Buchakhedi,
Kansrod

March 2016 People wanted
to know if
compensation
will be paid in
cash or through
cheque.

Explained that all
compensation
payments are
processed
through cheque
mode only.
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S.
No

Subproject Location of
Public
consultation

Date Issues
Discussed

Outcomes of the
Public
Discussion

37 LILO of one circuit of
Bhopal -
Hosangabad 220kv
D/C line at Adampur
220kv S/s (D/C)
(M/S. B.S. Ltd.)

Hathaikera March 2016 Farmers
wanted to know
if top soil will be
displaced due
to the project
activity.

Assured that soil
fertility will not be
affected due to
the project.

38 Udaipura -Silvani
132kv DCSS line

Nigri, Saikheda,
Chunnehitya,
Nurpura

October
2016

People
wanted to
know if land
will be
acquired for
the project.

Explained that the
project does not
have any land
acquisition.

39 LILO of Vidisha-
Bairasiya Line at
Salamatpur 132 KV
S/s

Sanchi,
Chirohlikhurd

October
2016

No major
queries.

NA

40 Mugaliyachhaap
220- Bikisganj
132kV DCDS line

Aamkheda, Bilori,
Choona, Nagori

October
2016

No major
queries.

NA

41 132kv Rajgarh
(Biaora) –Khujner/
Sindaota Line

Nagori October 2016 Major queries
related to
compensation
and redress
process.

Grievance
process
explained.

42 LILO of one ckt of
Vidisha Gairatganj
at Raisen 132kV S/s
(M/S. Punj Loyd)

Hansuwa,
Parasikunda,
Dhanorahaveli,
Murelkhurd

October
2016

People were
supportive of
the project. No
major queries.

NA

Itarsi
43 Second circuit of

Betul 220  Gudgaon
132kv line (M/S.
B.S. Ltd.)

Amdar, Thawdi,
Junawani, Chata,
Gawdigaula

October
2016

Farmers
wanted to know
if drinking water
supply will be
affected due to
the project.

Assured that no
such disturbances
will be caused
due to the project
activity.

44 Chichli 220-
Udaipura 132kv
DCDS line (220kv
line charged at
132kv)
(M/S. B.S. Ltd.)

Injri, Satehri,
Kirgikala,
Kathalikhurd,
Ghanatunda

October
2016

People wanted
to know if
access roads
will be
damaged
during
construction
activities.

Assured that best
practices are
incorporated so
as to cause
minimum
disturbance to
existing
resources.

45 Betul400 (PGCIL)-
Betul 220kV DCDS
line
(Punj Loyd Ltd.)

Khadla October
2016

People wanted
to know if soil
erosion would
occur and if
major
excavation will
take place due
to the project

Assured that no
major excavation
will be carried out.
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S.
No

Subproject Location of
Public
consultation

Date Issues
Discussed

Outcomes of the
Public
Discussion

activity.
46 Betul 220-

Bisnoor/Masod
132kV DCSS line
(Punj Loyd Ltd.)

Khadla,
Karajgaon,
Sehra, Gorakhar,
Sarandai

October
2016

Major queries
related to
compensation
and redress
process.

Grievance
process
explained.

Ujjain
47 Badnagar 220-

Chhayan 132kv
DCSS line
(M/S. B.S. Ltd.)

Badnawar,
Silodiya, Karoda,
Dhulana,
Palibaroda

October
2016

People
wanted to
know if land
will be
acquired for
the project.

Explained that the
project does not
have any land
acquisition.

48 LILO of Badnagar -
Ratlam 220kv  D/C
line at Badnagar
400kv  S/s (2xD/C)
(M/S. B.S. Ltd.)

Dhamna,
Bhuwankheda,
Kherwas

October
2016

Major queries
related to
compensation
and redress
process.

Grievance
process
explained.

49 LILO of both ckt of
Gandhisagar -
Suwasra/Garoth
132kV line at
Bhanpura 220kV S/s
(M/S. Kalptaru
Power Trans. Ltd.)

Govindkhera,
Dhanakpura,
Borobiya

October
2016

People were
supportive of
the project. No
major queries.

NA

50 LILO of both ckt of
Badod-Suwasra /
Garoth 132kV line at
Suwasra 220kV S/s
(M/S. Kalptaru
Power Trans. Ltd.)

Lakhwakhera,
Dhankheri,
Suwasra,
Kishorpura

October
2016

People wanted
to know if
compensation
will be paid in
cash or through
cheque.

Explained that all
compensation
payments are
processed
through cheque
mode only.

Ratlam
51 LILO of 132kv

Badod - Garoth line
at Shyamgarh (D/C)
(M/S. B. S.  Ltd.)

Banskhedi,
Barkhera,
Dhamniyadiwan

December
2016

Farmers
wanted to know
if drinking water
supply will be
affected due to
the project.

Assured that no
such disturbances
will be caused
due to the project
activity.

52 LILO of Ratlam -
Meghnagar 132kv
S/c line at Petlawad
DCDS (D/C)
(M/S. B. S.  Ltd.)

Khariya, Khoriya,
Nabarpura,
Mawaripara

December
2016

Major queries
related to
compensation
and redress
process.

Grievance
process
explained.

53 LILO of second ckt
of Badod -
Kota/Madok 220kV
line at Bhanpura
220kV S/s (M/S.
Kalptaru Power

Govindkhera,
Dhanakpura,
Borobiya

December
2016

People wanted
to know if
access roads
will be
damaged
during

Assured that best
practices are
incorporated so
as to cause
minimum
disturbance to
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Trans. Ltd.) construction
activities.

existing
resources.

54 LILO of both ckt of
Badod- Kota/Modak
220kV line at
Suwasra 220kV S/s
(2XD/C)
(M/S. Kalptaru
Power Trans. Ltd.)

Lakhwa,
Dhankheri,
Ghasoi,Antraliya,
Tomkara

December
2016

Farmers were
interested in
knowing about
compensation
rates.

Compensation
process
explained.

55 LILO of second ckt
of Nagda- Neemuch
220kV line at Daloda
220kV S/s (M/S.
Kalptaru Power
Trans. Ltd.)

Lalakhera,
Daloda, Sagra,
Sersob,
Kalhmankheri

December
2016

People were
supportive of
the project. No
major queries.

NA

56 LILO of Nagda 220-
Ratadiya 132kV line
at Unhel (M/S.
Kalptaru Power
Trans. Ltd.)

Nawada, Gurla December
2016

People
wanted to
know if land
will be
acquired for
the project.

Explained that the
project does not
have any land
acquisition.

57 LILO of one ckt of
Neemuch 220-
Mandsaur 132kV
line at Budha
132kvS/s (M/S.
Kalptaru Power
Trans. Ltd.)

Manderi,
Jalodiya, Badri,
Chitakheri, Akiya

December
2016

Farmers
wanted to know
if drinking water
supply will be
affected due to
the project.

Assured that no
such disturbances
will be caused
due to the project
activity.

Gwalior
58 LILO of 132 KV

Gwalior- Dabra/
Karera Line at
Chinaur

Bhagrathpura,
Chakrakra,
Chakkhurdpur,
Khudpur

December
2016

People wanted
to know if soil
erosion would
occur and if
major
excavation will
take place due
to the project
activity.

Assured that no
major excavation
will be carried out.

59 Datiya220- Bhander
132kV DCSS Line
(M/S. Bajaj)

Dudhra, Kumehri,
Sirol, Chirauli,
Sindhwari

December
2016

Farmers
wanted to know
if drinking water
supply will be
affected due to
the project.

Assured that no
such disturbances
will be caused
due to the project
activity.

60 Mehgaon 220-
Pratappura 132kV
DCSS line (M/S.
Bajaj)

Kheriya, Devri,
Maroli,
Meghpura, Pali,
Pawai

December
2016

People wanted
to know if
access roads
will be
damaged
during
construction

Assured that best
practices are
incorporated so
as to cause
minimum
disturbance to
existing
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activities. resources.
61 Sabalgarh 220-

Kelaras 132kV
DCSS Line (M/S.
Bajaj)

Khumankapura,
Surapura,
Lilarkupra, Semai

December
2016

People were
supportive of
the project. No
major queries.

NA

62 Malanpur 220-
Gohad 132kV DCDS
Line (M/S. Bajaj)

Tukera, Ikehra,
Jhawanpura,
Ramanpur

December
2016

People wanted
to know if
compensation
will be paid in
cash or through
cheque.

Explained that all
compensation
payments are
processed
through cheque
mode only.

63 220 KV DCDS
Morena 400 KV
(CWRTL Adani) –
Sabalgarh DCDS
Line

Basahri,
Lolakpur, Barera,
Churela, Jafra,
Khanela

December
2016

People wanted
to know if
access roads
will be
damaged
during
construction
activities.

Assured that best
practices are
incorporated so
as to cause
minimum
disturbance to
existing
resources.

64 Bhonra-Kapasi 132
kv DCSS line
(M/S. L&T)

Mangrora,
Lakhmanpura,
Dhanaria, Pachria

December
2016

Farmers
wanted to know
if drinking water
supply will be
affected due to
the project.

Assured that no
such disturbances
will be caused
due to the project
activity.

65 Kolaras-Mada
132kV DCSS line
(M/S. L&T)

Manipura,
Mohral, Khairdi,
Kharee

December
2016

People wanted
to know if
compensation
will be paid in
cash or through
cheque.

Explained that all
compensation
payments are
processed
through cheque
mode only.

66 132kv DCDS Guna
220-Bhonra line
(M/S. L&T)

Bhurakheri,
Dhaneria,
Khadakpurchak

December
2016

People wanted
to know if
access roads
will be
damaged
during
construction
activities.

Assured that best
practices are
incorporated so
as to cause
minimum
disturbance to
existing
resources.

67 LILO of one circuit
of Malanpur-
Mehgaon line at 400
KV S/s (CWRTL
Adani) Morena

Rithora,
Malanpur,
Naugaon, Gurkha

December
2016

People
wanted to
know if land
will be
acquired for
the project.

Explained that the
project does not
have any land
acquisition.

68 2nd circuit of
Shivpuri 220-
Kolaras 132kV
DCSS line (M/S.
L&T)

Binega,
Piparsama,
Malakhera,
Marikhera

December
2016

People wanted
to know if
compensation
will be paid in
cash or through
cheque.

Explained that all
compensation
payments are
processed
through cheque
mode only.
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69 2nd ckt of Malanpur-
Morar 132kV line
(M/S. L&T)

Barwari,
Sanichara, Paroli,
Nayagaon

December
2016

Farmers
wanted to know
if drinking water
supply will be
affected due to
the project.

Assured that no
such disturbances
will be caused
due to the project
activity.

Bina
70 Khurai- Khimlasa

132kV DCSS line
(M/S. B.S. Ltd.)

Gamariyakhurd,
Naukheda,
Jagdishpura,
Khejra Ijjat

December
2016

People were
supportive of
the project. No
major queries.

NA

71 LILO of Mungaoli
Traction Feeder to
Mungaoli (D/C)
(M/S. Bajaj)

Semerkhedi,
Belai, Nidar,
Hureri, Niboda

December
2016

Major queries
related to
compensation
and redress
process.

Grievance
process
explained.

72 Ashoknagar 220-
Kothiya 132kV
DCSS Line (M/S.
Bajaj)

Bhorakachi,
Takneri, Mohrirai,
Silawan, Seji

December
2016

Farmers
wanted to know
if drinking water
supply will be
affected due to
the project.

Assured that no
such disturbances
will be caused
due to the project
activity.

73 Sagar220- Rehli
132kV DCSS line

Pandarpur, Patna
Kakri, Khamariya,
Jamghat, Patna

December
2016

Major queries
related to
compensation
and redress
process.

Grievance
process
explained.

74 2nd ckt of Sagar
220-Sagar 132kV
(I/C)

Makroniya,
Bartuma,
Sainkhera

December
2016

People
wanted to
know if land
will be
acquired for
the project.

Explained that the
project does not
have any land
acquisition.

75 Stringing of 3rd
conductor from
Bina220 to Mungaoli
(M/S. Bajaj)

Mungaoli, Kasba
range, Kasba
Kachi

December
2016

People wanted
to know if
compensation
will be paid in
cash or through
cheque.

Explained that all
compensation
payments are
processed
through cheque
mode only.
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Table 7.1: Public Consultation for Substations, additional transformers and
associated Feeder Bays

S.
No

Subproject Capacity and
associated
Feeder Bays

Date Issues
Discussed

Outcomes of the
Public
Discussion

1 Balaghat/Kirnapur
400/132kv
(BHEL Noida)

(2 x
100+40MVA)
+400kv FB(2)
+132kv FB(4)

March 2016 People wanted
to know about
land acquisition
for the project.

Assured that no
land acquisition
would result
because of the
project activity.

2 Waraseoni 132kV
(M/S. B. S. Ltd.)

40MVA+132kV
FB(2)

March 2016 People enquired
about disruption
of crop
cultivation due
to the project.

Assured that
project is entirely
on government
land and would
not encroach
upon farmlands in
any manner.

3 Bada Malehra
132/33kV

40 MVA+132kV
FB(1)

October 2016 No major
concerns
reported.

NA

4 Deonagar
132/33kV
(M/S. B. S. Ltd.)

40 MVA+132kV
FB(1)

October 2016 People enquired
about disruption
of crop
cultivation due
to the project.

Assured that
project is entirely
on government
land and would
not encroach
upon farmlands in
any manner.

5 Belkheda
132/33kV
(M/S. B. S. Ltd.)

40MVA+132kV
FB(1)

March 2016 People wanted
to know if
project activity
would result in
electricity supply
improvement.

Explained that the
project activity
aims at improved
power
transmission in
the state.

6 Karakbel 132/33kV
(M/S. B. S. Ltd.)

40MVA+132kV
FB(2)

March 2016 People wanted
to know about
land acquisition
for the project.

Assured that no
land acquisition
would result
because of the
project activity.

7 Saori 132/33kV
S/s (KPTL Ltd.)

(1X50) MVA;
132kV FB(1)

October 2016 No major
concerns
reported.

NA

8 Palohabada
132/33kV S/s
(KPTL Ltd.)18

(1X50) MVA;
132kV FB(1)

NA NA

9 Patera 132/33kV
S/s (KPTL Ltd.)

(1X50) MVA;
132kV FB(1)

March 2016 People enquired
about disruption
of crop
cultivation due
to the project.

Assured that
project is entirely
on government
land and would
not encroach
upon farmlands in
any manner.

10 Additional
Transformer at
Sidhi 220 (2nd)
(M/S B.S. Ltd.)

+160 MVA March 2016 People wanted
to know if
project activity
would result in
electricity supply
improvement.

Explained that the
project activity
aims at improved
power
transmission in
the state.

18Land allotment for substation Palohabada is not yet final.
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Outcomes of the
Public
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11 Additional
Transformer at
Kotar 220 (2nd)
(M/S B.S. Ltd.)

+160 MVA March 2016 No major
concerns
reported.

12 Additional
Transformer at
Chhatarpur (2nd)
(M/S B.S. Ltd.)

+160 MVA March 2016 People enquired
about disruption
of crop
cultivation due
to the project.

Assured that
project is entirely
on government
land and would
not encroach
upon farmlands in
any manner.

13 Satna-II 132/33kV
S/s
(M/S Vikran
Engineering Pvt.
Ltd.)19

(2X50) MVA;
132kV FB(2)

NA NA

14 Shahdol
220/132kV S/s
(Upgradation) (M/S
Vikran Engineering
Pvt. Ltd.)

(1X60) MVA;
220kV
FB(2)+132kV
FB(1)

March 2016 People wanted
to know if
project activity
would result in
electricity supply
improvement.

Explained that the
project activity
aims at improved
power
transmission in
the state.

15 Badnawar
400/220kv

(2x315MVA) +
400kv FB (4) +
220kv FB (4)
+125MVAR bus
Reactor

December
2016

People wanted
to know if crop
will be damaged
due to project
activity.

Explained that
sub project
activity is entirely
on government
land.

16 Upgradation of
Chapda 132kv
S/S to 220kv

(1x160MVA) +
220kv FB(2)

December
2016

People wanted
to know about
land acquisition
for the project.

Assured that no
land acquisition
would result
because of the
project activity.

17 Upgradation of
Depalpur 132kv
S/s to 220kv

(1x160MVA) +
220kv FB (1)

December
2016

People enquired
about disruption
of crop
cultivation due
to the project.

Assured that
project is entirely
on government
land and would
not encroach
upon farmlands in
any manner.

18 Agrod 132/33kV 40MVA+132kV
FB(1)

December
2016

People wanted
to know if crop
will be damaged
due to project
activity.

Explained that
sub project
activity is entirely
on government
land.

19 400/220kv
additional
transformer at
Chhegaon 400kv
S/S

1x315 MVA March 2016 No major
concerns
reported.

NA

20 Teesgaon
132/33kV

40MVA+132kV
FB(1)

December
2016

No major
concerns
reported.

NA

21 Bistan 132/33 kV 40 MVA+ 132kV
FB(1)

October 2016 People wanted
to know if crop

Explained that
sub project

19Land allotment for substation Satna II is not yet final.
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will be damaged
due to project
activity.

activity is entirely
on government
land.

22 Pandhana
132/33kV

40MVA+132kV
FB(2)

October 2016 No major
concerns
reported.

NA

23 Singhana
132/33kV

40MVA+132kV
FB(2)

October 2016 People wanted
to know if
project activity
would result in
electricity supply
improvement.

Explained that the
project activity
aims at improved
power
transmission in
the state.

24 Talakpura
132/33kV

40MVA+132kV
FB(1)

March 2016 People wanted
to know about
land acquisition
for the project.

Assured that no
land acquisition
would result
because of the
project activity.

25 Kukshi 220/132kv 160 MVA +
220kv FB(2)
+132kv FB(1)

March 2016 People wanted
to know if crop
will be damaged
due to project
activity.

Explained that
sub project
activity is entirely
on government
land.

26 Chhanera
220/132kV S/s

(2X160+1X50)
MVA  220kV
FB(2)+132kV
FB(3)

December
2016

People wanted
to know if
project activity
would result in
electricity supply
improvement.

Explained that the
project activity
aims at improved
power
transmission in
the state.

27 Singot 132/33kV
S/s

(1X50)MVA;
132kV FB(1)

March 2016 People wanted
to know about
land acquisition
for the project.

Assured that no
land acquisition
would result
because of the
project activity.

28 Salamatpur
132kv/33kv
(M/S. B.S. Ltd.)

40 MVA +132kv
FB(1)

October 2016 People wanted
to know if crop
will be damaged
due to project
activity.

Explained that
sub project
activity is entirely
on government
land.

29 Intkhedi 132kv
/33kv
(M/S. B.S. Ltd.)

63 MVA +132kv
FB(2)

October 2016 People wanted
to know about
land acquisition
for the project.

Assured that no
land acquisition
would result
because of the
project activity.

30 400/220kv
additional
transformer at
Bhopal 400kv S/S
(BHEL, NOIDA)

1x315 MVA March 2016 No major
concerns
reported.

NA

31 Additional
Transformer at
Mandideep 220
(2nd)
(M/S. B.S. Ltd.)

+160 MVA March 2016 No major
concerns
reported.

NA

32 Narsinghgarh
132/33kv
(M/S. B.S. Ltd.)

40MVA +132kv
FB(1)

March 2016 People wanted
to know if crop
will be damaged
due to project

Explained that
sub project
activity is entirely
on government
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activity. land.
33 Adampur 220/33kv

(M/S. B.S. Ltd.)
2x50MVA +
220kv  FB(2)

December
2016

No major
concerns
reported.

NA

34 Bilkisganj
132/33kV S/s

(1X50) MVA;
132kV FB(1)

December
2016

People wanted
to know about
land acquisition
for the project.

Assured that no
land acquisition
would result
because of the
project activity.

35 Khujner/sindaota1
32/33kV

(1X50) MVA;
132kV FB(1)

December
2016

People wanted
to know if crop
will be damaged
due to project
activity.

Explained that
sub project
activity is entirely
on government
land.

36 Additional
Transformer at
Betul 220 (2nd)

+160 MVA March 2016 No major
concerns
reported.

NA

37 Silvani 132kv
/33kv

40 MVA +132kv
FB(1)

October 2016 People wanted
to know if water
table will be
disrupted due to
project activity.

Assured that no
such disruptions
would occur due
to the project.

38 Udaipura 132/33kv 40MVA + 132kv
FB(2)

October 2016 People wanted
to know if
project activity
would result in
electricity supply
improvement.

Explained that the
project activity
aims at improved
power
transmission in
the state.

39 Bisnoor/Masod
132/33kV

(1X50) MVA;
132kV FB(1)

October 2016 People wanted
to know if crop
will be damaged
due to project
activity.

Explained that
sub project
activity is entirely
on government
land.

40 Chhayan 132/33kV 40MVA+132kV
FB(1)

December
2016

People wanted
to know if
project activity
would result in
electricity supply
improvement.

Explained that the
project activity
aims at improved
power
transmission in
the state.

41 400kv Bus Reactor
at Nagda 400kv
S/S

1X125 MVAR December
2016

No major
concerns
reported.

NA

42 Shyamgarh
132/33kV
(M/S. B.S. Ltd.)

40MVA+132kV
FB(2)

December
2016

People wanted
to know if
project activity
would result in
electricity supply
improvement.

Explained that the
project activity
aims at improved
power
transmission in
the state.

43 Chinaur 132/33kV 40MVA+132kV
FB(1)

March 2016 People wanted
to know if water
table will be
disrupted due to
project activity.

Assured that no
such disruptions
would occur due
to the project.

44 Bhander 132/33kV 63MVA+132kV
FB(2)

March 2016 People wanted
to know about
land acquisition

Assured that no
land acquisition
would result
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for the project. because of the
project activity.

45 Pratappura
132/33kV

40MVA+132kV
FB(1)

March 2016 People wanted
to know if crop
will be damaged
due to project
activity.

Explained that
sub project
activity is entirely
on government
land.

46 Kelaras 132/33kV 63MVA+132kV
FB(1)

October 2016 People wanted
to know if crop
will be damaged
due to project
activity.

Explained that
sub project
activity is entirely
on government
land.

47 Gohad 132/33kV 63MVA+132kV
FB(2)

October 2016 People wanted
to know if water
table will be
disrupted due to
project activity.

Assured that no
such disruptions
would occur due
to the project.

48 Kapasi/ Paranth
132/33kv
(M/S. L&T)

(1X50) MVA;
132kV FB(1)

October 2016 People wanted
to know if
project activity
would result in
electricity supply
improvement.

Explained that the
project activity
aims at improved
power
transmission in
the state.

49 Mada 132/33kV
S/s (M/S. L&T) 20

(1X50) MVA;
132kV FB(1)

NA NA

50 Khimlasa
132/33kV
(M/S. B.S. Ltd.)

40MVA+132kV
FB(1)

October 2016 People wanted
to know if crop
will be damaged
due to project
activity.

Explained that
sub project
activity is entirely
on government
land.

51 Mungaoli
132/33kV
(M/S. Bajaj)

63MVA+132kV
FB(2)

October 2016 People wanted
to know about
land acquisition
for the project.

Assured that no
land acquisition
would result
because of the
project activity.

52 Kothiya 132/33kV
(M/S. Bajaj)

40MVA+132kV
FB(1)

October 2016 People wanted
to know if crop
will be damaged
due to project
activity.

Explained that
sub project
activity is entirely
on government
land.

53 Rehli 132/33kV S/s (1X50) MVA;
132kV FB(1)

December
2016

People wanted
to know about
land acquisition
for the project.

Assured that no
land acquisition
would result
because of the
project activity.

54 Suwasra
220/132kV S/s
(M/S. Kalptaru
Power Trans. Ltd.)

(2X160+1X50)
MVA   220kV
FB(4)+132kV
FB(4)

March 2016 People wanted
to know if
project activity
would result in
electricity supply
improvement.

Explained that the
project activity
aims at improved
power
transmission in
the state.

55 Unhel 132/33kV
S/s
(M/S. Kalptaru

(1X50) MVA;
132kV FB(2)

March 2016 People wanted
to know if water
table will be

Assured that no
such disruptions
would occur due

20 Land allotment for substation Mada is not yet final.
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Power Trans. Ltd.) disrupted due to
project activity.

to the project.

56 Budha 132/33kV
S/s
(M/S. Kalptaru
Power Trans. Ltd.)

(1X50) MVA;
132kV FB(2)

December
2016

People wanted
to know if
project activity
would result in
electricity supply
improvement.

Explained that the
project activity
aims at improved
power
transmission in
the state.
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8.0 Institutional set-up for EMP implentation

19. Currently, The Madhya Pradesh Power transmission Company (MP Transco
serves as the executing agencies (EAs) and implementing agencies (IAs) for
the project. MP Transco has established project management units (PMUs) to
implement the ADB loans in Madhya Pradesh Power Sector Program. They
function as PMUs of the proposed project. Field level staff/engineer is
deputed at divisional level who assumes primary responsibility for the
environmental and social assessment as well as implementation of RPs for
their respective components. Overall implementation of the EMP is carried out
under the supervision of the Head, MP Transco-PMU. The PMUs are also
responsible for managing the site activities related to safeguards and work
closely with the field level staff. MP Transco has also established Project
Implementation Units (PIUs) for the project. The PIU is headed by the Project
Head who is overall in charge of project implementation. The PIU also
consists of officers deputed to look after various aspects such as design,
procurement, environmental and social aspects of the project. A field level
staff/engineer is also deputed who assumes primary responsibility for the
environmental and social assessment as well as implementation of RPs for
their respective components.

20. All contractors currently working in various subprojects have appointed
designated officers for ensuring environmental and safety requirements.
Details are given below in table 8.0.

Table 8.0: Environmental and Safety Officer Details for all Contractors

S No Contractor Environmental Officer Safety Officer
1 M/s BHEL Mr. Arun Pratap Moriya, Mr.

Umesh Kumar, Mr. B.C.
Singh, Mr. Lakhan Singh
Meena

Mr. Arun Pratap Moriya, Mr.
Umesh Kumar, Mr. B.C. Singh,
Mr. Lakhan Singh Meena

2 M/s Vikran Mr. Sanjeev Acharya Mr. Shailendra Umale
3 M/s Kalptaru Mr. Anil Kumar Singh, Mr.

Chandra Shekhar Shastri,
Mr. Rajeev Ranjan, Mr.
Azazul Haq, Mr. Vikash
Oram and Mr. Arun Kumar
Panda

Mr. Anil Kumar Singh, Mr.
Chandra Shekhar Shastri, Mr.
Rajeev Ranjan, Mr. Azazul Haq,
Mr. Vikash Oram and Mr. Arun
Kumar Panda

4 M/s Punj Lyod Mr. Mahesh Kumar Mr. Shyam Kumar Singh
5 M/s Bajaj Mr. Anirudh Mishra Mr. Anirudh Mishra
6 M/s L&T Mr. Priyadarshan Prasad Mr. Manoj Kumar
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7 M/s BS LTD Contracts for BS Ltd have
been cancelled. The
contract is presently being
re-awarded. The details will
be captured and provided in
subsequent environmental
monitoring reports when the
tenders are re-awarded.

Contracts for BS Ltd have been
cancelled. The contract is
presently being re-awarded. The
details will be captured and
provided in subsequent
environmental monitoring reports
when the tenders are re-
awarded.

21. M/s XIDAS (XIDAS or the Xavier Institute of Development Action and Studies
(XIDAS), Jabalpur) has been appointed as an environmental consultant by
MPPTCL for preparing the environmental monitoring report. For this purpose,
XIDAS personnel have carried out field surveys for ground truthing and for
collecting data. The EMR has been prepared by XIDAS for MPPTCL.
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9.0 Due Diligence for Completed Projects

22. As some of the sub projects are already completed, a due diligence is being
carried out for such sub-projects. The list of completed proijects is given
below in table 9.0 and table 9.1.

Table 9.0: Details of Completed Transmission Lines

S.
No

Name of Line Works Route
Length in
Km.

EMP Compliance

Jabalpur
1 Second circuit of

Tikamgarh- Budhera
132kV DCSS Line

32.218 The sub-project has conformed to original EMP as
approved in IEE report. The EMP is a part of
tenders awarded to contractors so that the
contractor is informed of environmental
commitments and fulfils them under the project.

2 Second circuit of 132kV
Tap Line from Balaghat-
Katangi

36.17 The sub-project has conformed to original EMP as
approved in IEE report. The EMP is a part of
tenders awarded to contractors so that the
contractor is informed of environmental
commitments and fulfils them under the project.

Satna
3 Second circuit 132kV of

Chhatarpur- Khajuraho
line

34 The sub-project has conformed to original EMP as
approved in IEE report. The EMP is a part of
tenders awarded to contractors so that the
contractor is informed of environmental
commitments and fulfils them under the project.

Indore
4 Second Circuit of Kukshi

Alirajpur 132kv line
35.82 The sub-project has conformed to original EMP as

approved in IEE report. The EMP is a part of
tenders awarded to contractors so that the
contractor is informed of environmental
commitments and fulfils them under the project.

Barwaha
5 LILO Manawar - Kukshi

DCSS line at Singhana
(D/C)

3.11 The sub-project has conformed to original EMP as
approved in IEE report. The EMP is a part of
tenders awarded to contractors so that the
contractor is informed of environmental
commitments and fulfils them under the project.

6 LILO of 132Kv
Khargone -Julwaniya
line at 132Kv S/S
Talakpura

1.9 The sub-project has conformed to original EMP as
approved in IEE report. The EMP is a part of
tenders awarded to contractors so that the
contractor is informed of environmental
commitments and fulfils them under the project.

Bhopal
7 Second circuit of

Bairagarh – Shyampur
21.44 The sub-project has conformed to original EMP as

approved in IEE report. The EMP is a part of
tenders awarded to contractors so that the
contractor is informed of environmental
commitments and fulfils them under the project.

8 Second circuit of
Gairatganj - Vidisha 220
132kv line

48.27 The sub-project has conformed to original EMP as
approved in IEE report. The EMP is a part of
tenders awarded to contractors so that the
contractor is informed of environmental
commitments and fulfils them under the project.
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S.
No

Name of Line Works Route
Length in
Km.

EMP Compliance

Itarsi
9 Second circuit of Betul

220  Gudgaon 132kv
line

57 The sub-project has conformed to original EMP as
approved in IEE report. The EMP is a part of
tenders awarded to contractors so that the
contractor is informed of environmental
commitments and fulfils them under the project.

Gwalior
10 Datiya220- Bhander

132kV DCSS Line
34.038 The sub-project has conformed to original EMP as

approved in IEE report. The EMP is a part of
tenders awarded to contractors so that the
contractor is informed of environmental
commitments and fulfils them under the project.

11 Mehgaon 220-
Pratappura 132kV
DCSS line

29.74 The sub-project has conformed to original EMP as
approved in updated IEE report. The EMP is a part
of tenders awarded to contractors so that the
contractor is informed of environmental
commitments and fulfils them under the project.

12 Malanpur 220- Gohad
132kV DCDS Line

14.5 The sub-project has conformed to original EMP as
approved in IEE report. The EMP is a part of
tenders awarded to contractors so that the
contractor is informed of environmental
commitments and fulfils them under the project.

Bina
13 LILO of Mungaoli

Traction Feeder to
Mungaoli (D/C)

8.32 The sub-project has conformed to original EMP as
approved in IEE report. The EMP is a part of
tenders awarded to contractors so that the
contractor is informed of environmental
commitments and fulfils them under the project.

14 Ashoknagar 220-Kothiya
132kV DCSS Line

30 The sub-project has conformed to original EMP as
approved in IEE report. The EMP is a part of
tenders awarded to contractors so that the
contractor is informed of environmental
commitments and fulfils them under the project.

15 Stringing of 3rd
conductor from Bina220
to Mungaoli

31.3 The sub-project has conformed to original EMP as
approved in IEE report. The EMP is a part of
tenders awarded to contractors so that the
contractor is informed of environmental
commitments and fulfils them under the project.

Table 9.1: Details of Completed Substations and Feeder Bays

S.
No

Substation Name Capacity and
associated
Feeder Bays

EMP Compliance

Satna
1 Additional Transformer

at Sidhi 220 (2nd)
+160 MVA The sub-project has conformed to original EMP

as approved in IEE report. The EMP is a part of
tenders awarded to contractors so that the
contractor is informed of environmental
commitments and fulfils them under the project.

2 Additional Transformer
at Kotar 220 (2nd)

+160 MVA The sub-project has conformed to original EMP
as approved in IEE report. The EMP is a part of
tenders awarded to contractors so that the
contractor is informed of environmental
commitments and fulfils them under the project.
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S.
No

Substation Name Capacity and
associated
Feeder Bays

EMP Compliance

3 Additional Transformer
at Chhatarpur (2nd)

+160 MVA The sub-project has conformed to original EMP
as approved in IEE report. The EMP is a part of
tenders awarded to contractors so that the
contractor is informed of environmental
commitments and fulfils them under the project.

Bhopal
4 Additional Transformer

at Mandideep 220 (2nd)
+160 MVA The sub-project has conformed to original EMP

as approved in IEE report. The EMP is a part of
tenders awarded to contractors so that the
contractor is informed of environmental
commitments and fulfils them under the project.

Ujjain
5 400kv Bus Reactor at

Nagda 400kv S/S
1X125 MVAR The sub-project has conformed to original EMP

as approved in IEE report. The EMP is a part of
tenders awarded to contractors so that the
contractor is informed of environmental
commitments and fulfils them under the project.

Gwalior
6 Chinaur 132/33kV 40MVA+132kV

FB(1)
The sub-project has conformed to original EMP
as approved in IEE report. The EMP is a part of
tenders awarded to contractors so that the
contractor is informed of environmental
commitments and fulfils them under the project.

7 Bhander 132/33kV 63MVA+132kV
FB(2)

The sub-project has conformed to original EMP
as approved in IEE report. The EMP is a part of
tenders awarded to contractors so that the
contractor is informed of environmental
commitments and fulfils them under the project.

8 Pratappura 132/33kV 40MVA+132kV
FB(1)

The sub-project has conformed to original EMP
as approved in IEE report. The EMP is a part of
tenders awarded to contractors so that the
contractor is informed of environmental
commitments and fulfils them under the project.

9 Kelaras 132/33kV 63MVA+132kV
FB(1)

The sub-project has conformed to original EMP
as approved in IEE report. The EMP is a part of
tenders awarded to contractors so that the
contractor is informed of environmental
commitments and fulfils them under the project.

10 Gohad 132/33kV 63MVA+132kV
FB(2)

The sub-project has conformed to original EMP
as approved in IEE report. The EMP is a part of
tenders awarded to contractors so that the
contractor is informed of environmental
commitments and fulfils them under the project.

Bina
11 Mungaoli 132/33kV 63MVA+132kV

FB(2)
The sub-project has conformed to original EMP
as approved in IEE report. The EMP is a part of
tenders awarded to contractors so that the
contractor is informed of environmental
commitments and fulfils them under the project.

12 Kothiya 132/33kV 40MVA+132kV
FB(1)

The sub-project has conformed to original EMP
as approved in IEE report. The EMP is a part of
tenders awarded to contractors so that the
contractor is informed of environmental
commitments and fulfils them under the project.
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23. The field visits for Due Diligence study confirms that for all completed
subprojects, no area passes through national parks, wild life sanctuaries or
eco-sensitive areas. Compensation for crop damages is being paid through
cheque mechanism wherever crop is damaged due to project activity. Public
consultations as well as observations carried out for Due Diligence study
confirms that there is no release of sewage/chemicals to the water bodies.
The project has also not lead to the siltation of water bodies. The Grievance
Redress Committee (GRC) has not recorded any complaints from public.

24. The Due Diligence confirms that the completed subprojects have conformed
to the original EMP and there are no residual impacts.
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10.0 Follow-up actions and conclusions

25. In order to have sustainable development in the project, emphasis on the

implementation of EMP has been given top most priority. Compliances to

Regulations as contained in ADB Loan Agreement are being met. MPPTCL is

monitoring the implementation of environmental safeguards measures being

undertaken by the contractor on regular basis. A grievance redressal

committee has been constituted. Complaints, if any, received will be resolved

at the earliest. The contractor will implement the decision taken by the

committee.

26. Forest clearance is awaited for three subprojects and construction activities

will only begin once clearance is obtained. The tesing of environmental

parameters such as ambient air, ambient noise and soil needs to be carried

out on priority basis and will be carried out during the next monitoring period.

The same shall be updated in the subsequent environmental monitoring

reports.
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Annexure 1: Photographs of site visit and Consultation

Ashta 400-Dewas 220 kv  D/C line Betul400 (PGCIL)- Betul 220kV DCDS line

Chhindwara 220- Saori 132kV DCSS line Datiya220- Bhander 132kV DCSS Line

Dhar 220 - Teesgaon 132kv DCSS line Malanpur 220- Gohad 132kV DCDS Line
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Annexure 2: Public Consultation List
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Annexure 3: Forest Cleranace Details- Second circuit of Gairatganj - Vidisha
220 132kv line
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Forest Clearance Details: Birsinghpur 220-shahdol 132kV DCSS line
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Annexure 4: Grievance Committee Details
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Annexure 5: MPPTCL’s LOU
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Annexure 6: Labour License Details of M/S Kalpataru
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Annexure 7: Labour Insurance Details of M/S Kalpataru
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Annexure 8: Labour License Details of M/S Punj Llyod
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Annexure 9: Labour Insurance Details of M/S Punj Llyod
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Annexure 10: Labour License Details of M/SBajaj
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Annexure 11: Labour Insurance Details of M/SBajaj
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Annexure 12: Labour License Details of M/S Larsen & Toubro
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Annexure 13: Labour Insurance Details of M/S Larsen & Toubro
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